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Credit/no-credit 
option limited 
By Mark Miller 
news editor 
The University Council voted Thursday to 
discontinue the credit/no-credit option for general 
studies courses. 
Under the new policy, only physical education 
courses and electives outside a student's major and 
minor programs can be taken credit/no-credit. 
The change will become effective for incoming 
freshmen fall 1987. 
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for academic 
affairs and chairman of the Undergraduate Studies 
Commission, proposed the change because the 
general studies curriculum has become less impor- 
tant than major programs, he said. 
The policy is part of an attempt to "make liberal 
learning more important on campus." 
Currently, students who have completed 28 
hours at JMU and have at least a 2.25 quality point 
average can take any course outside their major 
and minor programs on a credit/no-credit basis. 
Students can take a total of 15 semester hours 
credit/no-credit. 
All students can register for physical education 
courses under the option. 
Under the credit/no-credit option, an instructor 
submits letter grades to the director of records, 
who changes all grades of A through C to CR 
(credit) and grades of D and F to NC (no-credit) to 
be recorded on the student's transcript. 
SGA President Dan Riordan said he is opposed 
to the change because.ii might discourage students 
from taking classe§>n other fields. 
According to the 1984-85 General Catalog, the 
option is offered "to encourage students to explore 
academic areas with which they are unfamiliar" 
without affecting their academic record. 
Also at the meeting, the council tabled a pro- 
posal to establish a plus/minus grading system. 
Warren proposed a system that would give 
faculty the option of assigning plus and minus 
grades. 
An A would be averaged in a student's quality 
point average as 4.0; an A-, 3.67; a B+, 3.33; a B, 
3.0; a B-, 2.67, and so on. There would be no D- or 
F* grades. 
Dr. Harold McGee, vice president for ad- 
ministrative affairs, questioned the equitability of 
a system in which all teachers do not use the same 
grading system. A student in one section of a 
course could have the opportunity to get a C while 
a student in another section could not. 
Dr. Jackson Ramsey, professor of management, 
said adopting the system would be "moving in a 
high school directon rather than a professional 
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Mpill  OllUWulb   "—    Rob Stershic takes advantage of the sprinkler 
on the quad at he does a back flip through the water to cool off. 
Comm, fine arts majors hired 
Third In a series 
By Beth Bowen 
staff writer 
" 'For every rejection you get, just remember, 
you're one step closer to finding a job.' A friend 
told me that to cheer me up," said a December 
1984 communication arts graduate. 
Interested in a public relations career, Sandy 
Sneen concentrated in speech communication. She 
did practicums and semester and summer intern- 
ships, including a summer PR position with the 
mayor of Baltimore. But she experienced rejection 
and did a lot of legwork before finding a PR job in 
mid-April. \. 
The situation may be the same for 1985 
graduates of the School of Fine Arts and Com- 
munication. 
A recent survey of about 10 percent of 1984 
graduates revealed 90 percent of the graduates are 
working. 
In 1984, 228 students graduated from the School 
of Fine Arts and Communication, said Mary Ries 
of the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Of those, 165 are employed (four are in the 
military), 17 are in graduate school and 24 are 
seeking jobs. CP&P was unable to contact 16 
students. 
None of the six telecommunications concen- 
trators surveyed are working in that field. Pam 
Cornett is a secretary for the Heritage Foundation 
in Washington, D.C. 
"In broadcasting, you have to look for them; 
they don't look for you." Cornett said she is 
unhappy with her job and is looking for an entry 
level position in broadcast journalism. 
Carl Rogers, a courier for the government, is 
convinced even when you do "look for them," it's 
impossible to find a telecommunications job. He 
backed up his college career with internships at 
WMRA, FM Q107 in Washington, D.C. and with 
Public and Sports Information. He also worked 
for the JMU Video Network. 
He didn't state his salary but believes he 
wouldn't be able to match his current salary after 
10 years in broadcasting. 
Another telecomm concentrator who "thought 
he had it made" is working with his father, a ser- 
vice station owner in Garden City, N.Y. 
At JMU, Kenneth Brown volunteered with 
WVPT,  interned  at   News Center  3  and  par- 
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direction." It would be getting too precise and 
"nit-picky" about grades and would detract from 
learning, he said. 
Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of admissions and 
records, said the majority of undergraduate col- 
leges do not use a plus/minus grading system. She 
said she doesn't know of any schools with an op- 
tional system. 
Warren said he is neither strongly for nor oppos- 
ed to the system but he is unsure that a % is 
significantly better than a 91. 
With the optional system, teachers would be 
able to use the system they found the fairest and 
most suitable for their classes, he said. 
He said he wants council members to consider 
the plus/minus system and raise the issue at a 
future meeting if they would like to. 
Dr. Carter Lyons, professor of mathematics, 
said under the proposed system a student with a 
3.25 quality point average could graduate with 
honors without ever earning an A in a course. The 
honors classification should be studied even if the 
system is not adopted, he said. 
In other business: 
The council approved a report on a faculty 
assistance program presented by the Faculty Af- 
fairs Commission. 
The commission's report recommends having 
more research and development leaves and sum- 
mer research grants and supplying funds for facul- 
ty to attend professional meetings. 
The report also requests giving more faculty 
development grants, holding academic workshops 
on campus and appointing a resource person out- 
side the faculty evaluation process to give faculty 
someone to discuss problems with. 
Dr. Patricia Bruce, chairwoman of the commis- 
sion, said the report is a policy paper rather than a 
year-to-year operational paper because the 
faculty's needs change. 
Jobs 
•»• (Continued from page 1) 
ticipated in the JMU Video Network. He thought 
he'd have no problem getting an entry level posi- 
tion with ABC, CBS or NBC in New York. After a 
year of job-hunting. Brown's next strategy is to try 
smaller       markets       in       Connecticut. 
Art graduates seem to have fared better in fin- 
ding a job in their field. Darcy Fleckenstein works 
in Long Island, N.Y., as an interior designer for D. 
Waldner Company. She said she loves her job — 
she's in a growing company and feels she has a lot 
of opportunity to move up. 
James Fauber, a music major, said it's impor- 
tant to wait for the job you want and not to take 
the first one that comes along. Fauber recently 
started a job playing the drums for Kings Domi- 
nion, making $250 a week working three hours a 
day. 
A full-time job still eludes Cynthia Cash, a 
music education major. She works as a substitute 
high school music teacher in Fairfax County. In 
the process of reactivating her teaching applica- 
tions for 1985-86, Cash said music teacher open- 
ings are scarce. 
The high school education field was easier for 
John Holt to enter. A communication arts and 
English major with an education minor, Holt is 
teaching English in Strasburg, Va. 
He's making $ 14,000 a year and said he chose 
education over a journalism career because he 
thought he could make more money teaching. 
But, he said, 'Once you start working, you find 
out the problems. Teaching is so much work for so 
little pay." 
But most jobs resulting from a degree from the 
School of Fine Arts and Communication seem to 
lead in that direction — a job that's so much work 
for so little pay. 
Fleckenstein is making $17,000 a year at her in- 
terior design job in New York. The salary is slight- 
ly higher than the normal starting range, she said. 
"Salary just depends on what you're going after 
and where you're located." 
Amy Kouba, a communication arts and English 
major, is leaving her $12,000-a-year job in graphic 
arts (typesetting and paste up) in Norfolk, Va. to 
take computer courses. 
Salaries may be poor, at least for entry level 
positions, but undergraduates continue to major in 
art, music, journalism and broadcasting concen- 
trations within the School of Fine Arts and Com- 
munication. 
Most students agreed JMU is a good place to 
pursue degrees but offered suggestions to their 
departments. 
f ■■ 
Art major Rebecca Hay, who graduated cum 
laude with a graphic design concentration, said 
she'd never heard of the art department helping 
students get internships. "I don't know whose 
fault it is, but I never thought about doing an in- 
ternship," she said. "I always assumed there 
wasn't such a thing." Hay still is looking for a job. 
All students wished CP&P could have been a 
bigger help in their job search. 
However, telecomm major Brown and music 
major Fauber defended CP&P. They agreed it 
would be difficult for CP&P to get communication 
and fine arts professionals to interview prospective 
employees at JMU when the professionals don't 
need employees in the first place. 
Fauber and Brown said finding a job depends on 
the     people    you    'know    —    contacts. 
1984 graduates advise JMU students to do in- 
ternships and practicums and to participate and 
volunteer in their field. 
Sharon Tepper landed a PR job with the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association in Alexandria 
after working on the MD Super Dance at JMU. 
She said working for a non-profit organization is a 
good place to start because many contacts are 
made   and   the   experience    is    diverse. 
Miller, the telecomm concentrator working in 
public relations, sold advertising for a radio sta- 
tion before taking his current position. He said 
selling is the best way to find out about yourself 
and to learn to communicate effectively one-to-one 
and in front of a group. 
Dr. Charles Turner, telecomm program coor- 
dinator,  said. 
Turner said it takes "a special drive, motivation 
and ability to accept rejection for students to suc- 
ceed in telecommunications." 
He said students who are "hungry" to work in 
the field should spend their first two college years 
doing practicums and internships on campus. By 
their second or third summer they should be doing 
out-of-town internships, and finally, be willing to 
volunteer in a telecomm position up to 40 hours a 
week during their senior year. 
tmSSSZS. ?)n^ntrator Brown said to interview 
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In general, graduates said to be prepared for 
ow-paying entry-level positions and to be willing 
to do gopher work. 
"No job is too big or too small," Brown said. 
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■*■ Karla J. Ziegenfus was not ar- 
rested for driving under the in- 
fluence as was stated in policefile in 
the April 25 issue of The Breeze. 
► A bill of opinion on the removal 
of a transfer student's grades from 
his QPA (if it does not count towarc 
graduation) came from the Cur- 
riculum and Instruction Committe< 
and was not referred to the commit 
tee as was stated in the April 25 issu« 
of The Breeze. 
No more Breeze 
The last issue of this 
semester's Breeze will be 
published May 2. 
«a> The Breeze, Monday, April 29, 1985, page 3 
Children of alcoholics struggle to cope 
By Scott Tolley 
staff writer 
Bill, a JMU senior, is afraid of go- 
ing home. He's afraid of what he 
might — and usually does — see. On 
the rare occasion that Bill does go 
home, he hesitates at the front door 
before going in. 
Bill hates to see what awaits him 
inside — his alcoholic mother. Bill is 
one of an unknown number of col- 
lege students in the country with an 
alcoholic parent. 
There are no figures of the 
number of students or children with 
alcoholic parents, but there are an 
estimated 18 to 20 million alcoholics 
in the country, said Joan Kosnik, 
coordinator at Pear Street Center, 
the substance abuse agency of the 
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County 
Community Services Board. 
The number of students with 
alcoholic parents is significant as are 
their problems. 
"There is this sort of fear when 
you go home, knowing what you 
might have to deal with," Bill said. 
"Maybe it's not so much fear, but 
there is this sick feeling you get in 
your stomach when you walk into 
your own house." 
Although his name has been 
changed, Bill is a real person with a 
real problem. 
A communication arts major, he 
said he remembers his parents con- 
stantly  fighting  when he was  14. 
When Bill was 15, his parents 
divorced and his mother's drinking 
became a daily routine. 
Bill said he believes his mother's 
main motivation to drink is to forget 
her problems. He describes his 
mother as an unhappy person — 
unhappy with her job, her looks and 
her life in general. 
"When she comes home from 
work she will be in a very tired, 
quick-tempered   mood,   almost 
knew when I might walk in with a 
friend or a date and find my mother 
sitting in front of the TV, drunk, so I 
just avoided the situation from ever 
happening. 
College was a needed escape for 
Bill. He said he didn't consider going 
to school close to his home because 
he thought going away would serve 
as a sanctuary from his problems at 
home. 
"I feel bad for saying this, but I 
was happy to leave home and get 
away from it all," he said. "1 would 
worry sometimes that while I was at 
school my mother might do 
something crazy .... It's definitely 
an argument for wanting to stay at 
school on the weekends." 
College also provided Bill with an 
environment to see if alcoholism 
"ran in the family." 
"I never had a drink until the end 
of my senior year (in high school), so 
I was worried that college would in- 
duce me to drink more. I do drink, 
but it's purely on a limited and social 
basis. 
"I rarely drink to get drunk and I 
don't ever remember turning to 
drinking to solve a problem. I don't 
see myself ever becoming an 
alcoholic." 
According to Kosnik, children of 
alcoholics are more likely to become 
alcoholics. About half the people in 
the Alcoholics Anonymous program 
are children of alcoholics, she said. 
Three out of every 10 people who 
drink will become alcoholics, she 
said. "Ten to 15 percent of the 
population will become alcoholic or 
will have a drinking problem." 
Kosnik said although there is no 
conclusive proof, it is believed 
alcoholism is an inherited trait. The 
child of an alcoholic might not 
develop a drinking problem but 
might develop a relationship with an 
alcoholic person because this is the 
type of person he has learned to res- 
' .. / was happy to leave 
home and get away from 
it all/ 
bitter," he said. "But after a few 
drinks, her disposition changes 
dramatically. Although it's not 
always a positive change, it's usually 
more pleasant. 
"You have sort of mixed emotions 
— both pity and hatred," Bill said. 
"Jesus, you're talking about your 
mother. You can't help but feel 
sorry for what's happening to her. 
"On the other hand, you feel this 
selfish, frustrating hate. You hate 
her for the problems she's brought 
to your life." 
Bill's problems pertained mostly 
to his social life. 
"I used to be ashamed to have 
friends  over,"   he  said.   "I  never 
pond to. 
Bill's reluctance to go home is 
understandable, but could prove to 
be self-destructive, Kosnik said. 
"It's a normal reaction," she said. 
"Who likes to go into a situation 
that makes him uncomfortable? But 
if he doesn't come to terms with it, 
he may have problems himself later 
on. It's in his best interest that he 
comes to terms with his problems." 
Kosnick advises intervention 
"carefully done with the help of a 
trained counselor or therapist." The 
child, a trained person and maybe 
relatives who also have to deal with 
the problem should sit down with the 
alcoholic and "go over a script or 
Staff graphic by Patty Walsh 
scenario in a loving and caring 
way." 
"You don't blame or accuse, but 
you say this is what I've observed 
and am concerned about," she said. 
Although this method of confron- 
ting the alcoholic can prove suc- 
cessful, Kosnick warns that it can 
backfire. 
"It can blow up and hurt. The 
person is turned off, they get angry 
and their defenses go up." 
To find the best way to handle an 
alcoholic parent, children should 
seek professional help or advice 
from an organization such as Al- 
Anon. 
In expressing his feelings about his 
mother and her problems, Bill 
describes feelings of anger, sym- 
pathy and frustration but there is 
one overwhelming emotion. 
"I guess the thing you feel more 
than anything is helplessness," Bill 
said. "I've tried to get tier to quit, 
but she never listens to me. I can 
honestly say she doesn't believe she 
has a real drinking problem. 
"When I get the guts up enough to 
tell her she has a problem, she gets 
mad at me, refuses to listen and 
sometimes cries like I've hurt her 
feelings. 
"Even after all the problems 
we've had, she is still my mother and 
I love her very much. All I want to 
do is help, but I can't — she won't 
let me." 
See related article Thursday. 
7\ The   following   is   a   list literature concerning children 
of alcoholic parents: 
• "It Will Never Happen to 
Me: Children of Alcoholics as 
Youngsters, Adolescents, 
Adults," by Claudia Black; 
M.A.C Printing and Publica- 
tions, 1850 High St., Denver, 
Colo. 80218. 
• "Another Chance — Hope 
and Health for the Alcoholic 
Family," by Sharon 
Wegscheider-Cruse, Science and 
Behavior Books Inc., Palo Alto, 
Calif. 
• "Children of Alcoholics: A 
Guidebook for Educators, 
Therapists and Parents," by 
Robert J. Acker man. Learning 
Publications, Holmes Beach, Fla. 
• "Children of Alcoholism: A 
Survivor's Manual," by Judith S. 
Seixas and Geraldine Youcha, 
Crown Publishers Inc., 1 Park 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. 
• "Adult Children of 
Alcoholics," by Dr. Janet Ger- 
inger Woititz. Health Com- 
munications Inc., 2119-A 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, 
Fla. 33020. 
• "Co-Alcoholic, Para- 
Alcoholic: Who's Who and 
What's the Difference?" by Jael 
Greenleaf, $3 mail-order booklet 
published by Jael Greenleaf, 
P.O. Box 30036, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90030. 
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their own choices regarding a college, and 
many are happy they chose JMU. Also, the 
university and the Harrisonburg area have 
lured faculty members from a variety of 
-. backgrounds. 
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XM. n enduring and meaningful educational experience must be based 
on an exploration of one's cultural heritage and contemporary life 
through general studies in the liberal arts and sciences." 
That passage from the university catalog describes the primary purpose of JMU. 
In a community of more than 10,000 students, faculty and staff, 
there can be no clear-cut definition of what that heritage is. JMU's students 
and staff hail from across the nation and from other countries, 
bringing with them a variety of backgrounds and beliefs. 
The purpose of this supplement is to look at what brings these diverse people 
together, and what allows us to be called a university community. By exploring where 
we come from, what we do while we're here and what we do after we leave, 
we can answer the question, "Who are we?" 
wmm 
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Where do we 
come from? 
A stale-by-state breakdown 
of the JMU population, 
plus a closer look 
at Virginia 
JMU equals Virginia 
as most competitive 
Regional Breakdown 
by KELLY HAN LEY 
The competition to get into 
JMU is among the toughest in the 
state. 
Of 12,258 applicants for the 
1984-85 year the university ac- 
cepted 4,877 (39 percent). 
Freshmen accounted for 3,656 
acceptances, 10,213 applied and 
1,626 enrolled. Transfer students 
accounted for the remaining 
1,221 acceptances, 2,045 applied 
and 566 enrolled. 
The only other Virginia college 
as selective as JMU was the 
University of Virginia, which in 
1983-84 also had a 39 percent ac- 
ceptance rate, according to "Bar- 
ron's Profiles of American Col- 
leges." 
Randolph-Macon College ac- 
cepted 79 percent of its applicants 
and George Mason University ac- 
cepted 72 percent of its ap- 
plicants, according to the book. 
At JMU, the selection process 
is conducted by a five-member 
admissions committee of faculty 
and administrators. The commit- 
tee reviews applications and con- 
siders each student's high school 
program, SAT scores and extra- 
curricular activities. 
The most important considera- 
tion is the strength of a student's 
high school program, said Dr. 
Fay Reubush, dean of admissions 
and records. According to Bar- 
ron's, JMU students must have 
"graduated from an accredited 
high school, have at least a B 
average and rank in the upper 
half of their class." 
High SAT scores are also re- 
quired. MoSt JMU students' 
scores are above the national 
average, Reubush said. The 
1984-85 combined national 
average was 897, while JMU's 
was 1,053. 
The national verbal average 
was 426; JMU's was 500. The na- 
tional math national average 
score was 471; JMU's was 553. 
Also considered are high 
school activities, leadership 
quality and community jobs and 
projects. If the student wasn't in- 
volved in community or school 
activities, the committee looks at 
part-time jobs the student has 
held. 
'Location, size, family ties' 
Atmosphere attracting out-of-staters 
by PAM WILEY 
Location, size, family ties, a friendly atmosphere 
and a high academic reputation all serve to attract 
out-of-state students to JMU. 
Of more than 9,000 students registered for the 
1985 spring semester, almost 2,000 are not perma- 
nent residents of Virginia, said Rosemary Bren- 
ner, statistician for the Office of Planning and 
Analysis. 
The percentage of out-of-state students has 
hovered at about 20 percent for the past 10 years 
because of a limitation set by the JMU Board of 
Visitors on the number of out-of state students ac- 
cepted to the university. 
The University of Virginia ha(s a 37 percent out- 
of-si-aie enrollment1. Virginia Tech "has 28 percent; 
Old Dominion University has 18 percent and 
Virginia Commonwealth University has 9 percent. 
Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of admissions and 
records, said, "We are aided by the state of 
Virginia and as a result we try to give priority to 
Virginia students, but at the same time we always 
want a mix of students and ideas." 
About 80 percent of out-of-state students are 
from Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York and New 
Jersey. Reubush cited one reason for this distribu- 
tion   Interstate 81. 
"When an interstate highway runs through your 
campus, that's one of your main pipelines. Often 
when one of our representatives visits a high 
school, students will say, 'I saw your campus from 
1-81,' and that's probably where a number of our 
students first became aware of JMU on the way to 
Disneywotld or on the way to see a buddy at VPI," 
she said. 
For some, location is an important factor when 
choosing a college. 
"I wanted to get out of the city," said junior 
Nina Izes, an avid hiker and transfer student from 
Rutgers University. "Everywhere you go (in the ci- 
ty} there's crowds and crowds of people. I wanted 
to be near the mountains, too." 
Several out-of-state students said a desire to get 
away from home and live in a new environment att- 
racted them to JMU. "1 wanted to get back to the 
East Coast," said junior Debra Glaze, whose fami- 
ly moved from Pittsburgh to Anchorage, Alaska 
about 10 years ago. "I also wanted to go where I 
didn't know anyone — kind of an adventure." 
Izes, who lives in Margate, N.J., said, "1 was go- 
ing home every weekend. I wanted to get away and 
see if I could be on my own for a long time." 
For others, size is a determining factor. 
Freshman Jonelle Stachura of Carlisle, Pa., said, 
"JMU is just right. It's not too big, and it's not too 
small. I didn't want to go to a school where I'd be a 
number, but I wanted to go somewhere that still 
had some prestige on a resume." 
The sociable, easy-going attitude supposedly 
characteristic of the South also attracted Stachura. 
"My brother and sister both go to Southern col- 
leges and they had told me things were friendlier, 
and more relaxed down here. 
"I saw that when I was visiting schools last year 
with my parents," she said. "When I visited JMU 
and UNC last year, the people in the admissions of- 
fices were very fiicniMy anu hctpfut. They talked to 
me like they had known me all my life. But when 
we went to Villanova, it was all 'Fill out a form.' " 
Glaze said she was impressed with the reputation 
of the School of Education. "People told me this 
used to be a teachers' college and that it was a good 
school for education majors." 
Family members who are JMU alumni, have ties 
to the university or live in the area also draw out- 
of-state students. "My grandmother worked here 
as a housemother when this was a womens' 
college," Glaze said. 
Other factors influence out-of-state students' 
choices of schools. "1 started out as an in-state stu- 
dent," said junior Mark Brigaman, whose family 
moved from Virginia to Atwater, Ca., while he was 
attending JMU. "I just stayed because to transfer 
to most California schools would have cost me 
about a year in credits and several thousand 
dollars." 
Besides limitations on admissions, out-of-state 
students also face a higher tuition rate. Non- 
Virginia boarding students paid $5,822 for the 
1984-85 term, about 29 percent more than the 
$4,502 paid by Virginia boarding students.—;— 
"I don't see it as paying much more," said 
sophomore Greg Gromada from Bowie, Md. "t 
have friends from home who go to the University 
of Maryland and they spend almost as much as 1 do 
because they go home all the time." 
Sophomore Allison Falk of Haddonfield, N.J., 
said, "I think it's worth paying the extra money 
because JMU offers so much more than a lot of New 
Jersey schools." 
Foreign students adjust to second home 
BY KYRA SCARTON 
Nadine Pouzoulet can't road trip home. Neither can 
Irene Schumann. 
Pouzoulet and Schumann are two of about 10 foreign 
students receiving an education at JMU. 
Both are classified as juniors and are employed by the 
foreign language department. 
Through the State Department, JMU hires two inter- 
national exchange students to work in the foreign 
language department. These students teach classes and 
help other students with language pronunciation at 
weekly labs. Their usual term is one year. 
In exchange for their services, the exchange students 
receive full scholarships from the International Institute 
of Education. 
Pouzoulet, 23, is from a small village near Bordeaux 
on the southwestern coast of France and helps with 
French lessons in the foreign language department. 
She said she didn't know where in the United States 
she would be studying. "I just made an obligation" to 
go where she was assigned, she said. There are only 28 
teaching assistants from France in the United States. 
A major difference between JMU and French univer- 
sities is the open relationship JMU students have with 
their professors, Pouzoulet said. "We can't talk to our 
teachers. They don't talk to you." 
At JMU she is taking English and history classes in 
addition to foreign language courses. She is also respon- 
sible for translating works sent to her by the University 
of Bordeaux in France. A French translation class at 
JMU is helping her with that project. 
Schumann, a 19-year-old student from Chile, also 
said JMU is different from school in her country. 
One of the major differences is that students in Chile 
don't choose a major. "We decide on a career in the 
beginning and that's what we will do," she said. 
Her career goal is interpreting, but she doesn't have 
any preference of where she would like to work because 
"an interpreter just can't be that choosy," she said. 
"There aren't that many jobs for interpreters." 
Here she is taking courses in music, dance and 
English. Her school in Chile will not accept transfer 
credits in courses outside the areas of English and com- 
munication. 
She also is taking French and Italian, two languages 
new to her, and is working with Spanish instructors. . 
Schumann said she has found American students very 
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Nadine Pouzoulet: "We can't talk to teachers 
open-minded. "It's kinda easy to make friends with 
most of the people," she said. 
Schumann said one custom from Chile is "we say 
hello with a kiss." This is not always accepted at JMU 
— especially when her boyfriend is around. 
Schumann's family is German and they speak Ger- 
man at home, she said. Her brother is studying in Ger- 
many and her sister is studying in Chile. 
Schumann is from Santiago, Chile, a city with a 
population of 4.5 million. She said she was told Har- 
risonburg had 200,000 residents but when she arrived 
she learned there were only 20,000 residents. "I think 
it's a little too small here but I like college," she said. 
Schumann and Pouzoulet live in the Foreign 
Language House on Warsaw Street. 
Staff photo by Tim Hills 
(in France). They don't talk to you." 
"I prefer living in this house (rather) than a dorm 
because it's more like a family," Schumann said. 
There are no requirements for JMU students who 
want to live in the house but almost all resdents are 
foreign language majors, said Stephanie Powell, a resi- 
dent studying French and international business. More 
females than males apply for the 10 spots in the house. 
JMU student Scott Turner also lives in the house and 
said, "A lot of Americans don't realize the importance 
in a change of culture. We don't really travel. 
"As students here (in the house), we see the culture 
shock much more than the other JMU students. It gives 
the foreign students a chance to meet with other 
students (who speak foreign languages) which is 
something they probably otherwise wouldn't get to do." 
Support group 
helps students 
'feel at ease' 
The university can do only 
so much for the international 
student — the student has to 
take the initiative. 
Nsimbi Buthelezi, a junior 
from South Africa, and JMU 
student Scott Turner organiz- 
ed the International Students 
Group last semester through 
the Catholic Campus 
Ministry. The group is a sup- 
port group for foreign 
students also at Bridgewater 
College and Eastern Men- 
nonite College. 
Buthelezi came to JMU in 
1981 to study journalism and 
telecommunications. He 
received a four-year 
undergraduate scholarship. 
He said he wanted to study 
in this country because of the 
advancements this society has 
made in the field. The media 
has had more extensive ex- 
posure here than those in 
South Africa, he said. 
Another factor in his deci- 
sion to study here was the 
political controversy in his 
country concerning race 
discrimination,    he    said. 
"Apartheid justifies 
discrimination through the 
constitution, through religion 
and also through the law." 
Turner said the Interna- 
tional Students Group tries to 
help foreign students cope 
with life away from home. 
"We know foreign students 
are coming and we know 
they're going to have pro- 
blems. We try to make them 




by CINDY GOUGH 
A rapid increase in the number 
of management information 
systems majors here might have 
been predicted. But the rapid in- 
crease in the number of political 
science majors here goes against 
national trends. 
Majors in management infor- 
mation systems have increased 
726 percent and majors in 
political science have increased 44 
percent since 1979, Last year 
124 students graduated as MIS 
majors. Fifteen graduated as MIS 
majors from 1979 to 1983 
The number of political science 
majors increased from 84 to 121 
during   the   same   period. 
MIS, a program within the 
department of information and 
decision sciences, has grown 
because of the demand for com- 
puter specialists, said Dr. Donald 
Kroeber, head of the department. 
Almost every job is or will be 
computer related, and students 
are advised to get into computers 
classes, he said. 
To offset the dramatic increase 
of MIS and data processeing ma- 
jors, however, the Information 
and Decision Sciences depart- 
ment has imposed stricter re- 
quirements. 
Freshmen cannot register for 
200 level business courses without 
a GPA of at least 2.1. Junior 
business majors cannot register 
for upper level MIS or DP 
courses without a GPA of 2.4. 
Who Are We? 
science, 
sharply 
The political science major 
here also has experience an in- 
crease. 
"This is not a sudden spurt," 
said Dr. William Nelson, head of 
the political science department. 
"It is a trend that has been 
building   for   several   years." 
Although neither a nationwide 
trend nor a general studies re- 
quirement here, the interest at 
JMU has beet* "incredible." 
He attributes the program's 
popularity to its diversity and an 
excellent    teaching    staff. 
Political science offers public 
administration, law and criminal 
justice courses, classes that em- 
phasize the applied practical use 
of   its   content,   Nelson   said. 
The teaching staff includes 12 
full-time and seven part-time pro- 
fessors, five of whom are 
lawyers, i 
The department also relies on 
student evaluations to improve 
teaching methods, which 
enhances its reputation, he said. 
The remaining 54 majors at 
JMU have remained relatively 
stable at approximately 33 each 
year. 
The largest major in 1984 was 
communication arts with 166 
graduates. The major, however, 
includes four concentrations — 
telecommunications, journalism, 
speech and theater. 
The fewest majors were in 
philosophy and religion, art 
history and medical technology, 
each   with   one    graduate. 
A look at careers 
for the 21st century 
by MARY ANN GROOMS 
and ALLISON BAKER 
It is expected that major com- 
panies in every industry eventual- 
ly will require the services of a 
specialized telecommunications 
professional. 
Although   these   fields   are 
among   the   most   promising, 
Christopher Dede, past president 
of the World Future Society and 
a      visiting      scholar      at 
• Massachusetts   Institute   of 
I Technology, predicts that people 
; who can deal well with others 
: will     find   a   wealth   of jobs 
" available by the year 2000. 
|    Another   rapidly   developing 
: job field is telecommunications, 
; with the greatest demand being 
' for people to design, maintain 
■ and   service   telecommunication 
; systems. 
Although few jobs are 
! available now, more are expected 
I to develop within the next two 
decades due to the increasing 
; popularity of cable television 
I variations and office-of-the- 
I future innovations. 
: In 1980 the number of 
•'employed systems analysts was 
approximately 234,000. By 1990 
the number should be more than 
400,000. _________ 
Careers in geriatric health care, 
computers and telecommunica- 
tions will dominate the future job 
market. 
According to this month's 
Career Movement and Manage- 
ment Report, health care occupa- 
tions serving the elderly should 
provide a variety of opportunities 
the next 20 years — "anything 
from medical needs to consumer 
products." 
According to Robert Weins- 
tein's "Jobs for the 21st 
Century," the over-65 popula- 
tion is growing twice as fast as the 
overall population. 
High technology occupations, 
especially those that are com- 
puter oriented, will continue to 
be lucrative and long-lasting. 
According to Weinstein's 
book, employment in th? com- 
puter industry will almost double 
by 1990. 
Not only will jobs increase in 
computer technology fields, but 
there also will be an expansion in 
computer maintenance and ser- 
vice. 
Liberal arts 
JMU may have a jump on a national trend 
by KYRA SCARTON 
JMU seems to have a jump on the 
latest national trend in college educa- 
tion — the liberal arts approach. 
Students here are required to com- 
plete a general studies curriculum of 43 
hours consisting of courses in English, 
humanities and history. They also must 
complete classes in social science, 
natural science, mathematics, com- 
munications, fine arts and physical 
education. 
"I believe the liberal arts degree is 
when the whole person is educated as 
opposed to trained." said Dr. Jeanne 
Nostrandt, associate professor of-4 
English and director of the honors pro- 
gram. "That is, he learns to use his in- 
tellect not only for some occupation 
but to enrich his life." 
This theory, however, has been ig- 
nored the last two decades — since the 
advancement of the computer age. The 
emphasis then turned to skills rather 
than a broad educational background. 
Since 1970, for example, there have 
been: 
• 62 percent fewer history graduates, 
• 57 percent fewer English 
graduates, 
• 50 percent fewer modern language 
graduates, and 
• 41 percent fewer philosophy 
graduates. 
According to the statistics, 
American colleges award bachelor's 
deerees while: 
• 86 percent do not require classic 
Greek or Roman civiliztion study. 
• 75 percent do not require Euro- 
pean history courses, 
• 72 percent do not require 
American history or literature, and 
• less than 50 percent require a 
foreign language. 
In 1966 almost 90 percent of the 
universities required foreign language 
study. 
I he liberal arts 
degree is when 
the whole person 
is educated as 
opposed to trained.' 
The statistics were compiled by the 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities, which is chaired by the 
Secretary of Education William Ben- 
nett. 
Concerned over the decreased em- 
phasis placed on the liberal arts educa- 
tion, the NEH has called for a re- 
evaluation of the role liberal arts plays 
in a college education and colleges 
across the country are examining their 
curriculums. 
JMU, too, will participate in this 
event. A committee has been set to re- 
evaluate the general studies, cur- 
riculum, which is concentrated in the 
College of Letters and Sciences. 
"We feel that there are some pro- 
blems  with   the  general  studies  cur- 
riculum as it is today," said  Dr. 
Robert Shapiro, committee chairman. 
JMU must cater to students who 
want professional degrees as well as 
liberal arts degrees. "Some students 
want that professional degree and 
we're here to give it to them." 
Likewise, the School of usinessis 
also studying its current req   rements. 
"I anticipate increasing lh« number 
of hours students will have tc take out- 
side the business school," said Dr. 
Robert Holmes, dean of the school. 
A student needs a balance between 
the business requirements and prepara- 
tion outside the major, he said. 
Business students, because the 
school is accredited by the .merican 
Assembly of Collegiate St tools of 
Business, are required that about 55 
percent of their classes be ithin the 
business field. 
The first two years businf ; students 
are required to take gen • ' studies 
courses and basic busines sses. A 
student is not admitted t degree 
concentration until his jui ear. 
"The underlying philos s that a 
base needs to be built fii tid Dr. 
Paul   Kipps,   associate of the 
school.   The   student   th n   take 
business courses with two of col- 
lege experience, he said. 
Nostrandt said the libe. . irts ap- 
proach is beneficial to ever;    .e. 
"No matter how much he knows, 
there is so much more he doesn't 
know. And that's true for all of us." 
Recruiting: somebody out there likes us 
! 
by GWEN FARISS 
Job recruiters are out to get JMU students. 
That's what they're telling Tom Nardi, director 
of the Career Planning and Placement office here. 
"This is the school to deal with for prospective 
employees," said Cheryl Burrell, a recruiter for 
Aetna Life Insurance, a company that has recruited 
here for seven years. 
"I have been as much a PR person for Madison 
as anyone else," she said. "As a student body, they 
are better prepared, have done their research. They 
have an interest in a career. There is a maturity in 
the student body that I don't see as characteristic of 
mo si (schools)." 
.Aetna was one of 259 employers to recruit here 
this year. 
Nardi said, "They're very pleased with the 
graduates from James Madison University. They 
like what they see." 
Recruiters echo the praises. 
"i would say that they exhibit a very excellent 
balance between academic preparedness, work 
ethic and personal characteristics," said George 
Sill, a recruiter for Arthur Andersen and Co. 
"They are very well-rounded." 
The first of the Big Eight accounting firms to 
visit JMU, Andersen began recruiting here eight 
years ago. "I knew nothing of the school except it 
was the new kid on the block — comingWom 
almost nowhere in a very short period of time," Sill 
said. 
"We were growing and needed additional 
resources. We started to look at other schools and 
someone said JMU was now co-educational and 
was growing rapidly." 
The company began recruiting on campus and 
the result has been "a happy marriage ever since," 
he said. 
Since 1977, Andersen has hired about 60 JMU 
students. This year, the company has hired about 
15 JMU students. 
He sees qualities at JMU that are in line with the 
ideals of the Andersen firm, Sill said. "It's a very 
home-spun kind of environment — free and open. 
There is communication from, the top to the bot- 
tom. There is a parallel there with what we see at 
JMU." * 
Other recruiters seem equally impressed with 
JMU students. ■ 
"They're well-prepared for what they're doing," 
said Joe Kirby, a recruiter for Westinghouse. 
"They're very competitive, and as a result they can 
move quickly in our system if they have the ability, 
which they do." 
Westinghouse has recruited at JMU since 1979 
and has hired about 15 students. 
This year the company interviewed 24 JMU 
students, invited eight for second interviews and of- 
fered jobs to six. 
JMU is second only to Penn State, which sup- 
plies the company with about 10 students each 
year. 
The company would hire more JMU students if 
they were more willing to relocate. "Most want to 
stay in the beloved state of Virginia," Kirby said. 
Regardless of where a student decides to look for 
a job, he will compete against a number of people. 
"It is extremely competitive," Nardi said. "For 
every job that a JMU student is after, a lot of 
qualified people are going after the same job. You 
have to get out, work hard, sell yourself." 
The office offers assistance to seniors in their job 
search by setting up interviews with prospective 
employers who recruit on campus. 
After a company has stated it will recruit, the 
CP&poffice pre-screens job applicants, collects in- 
formation from the students, records the informa- 
tion onto data sheets and narrows the list of inter- 
viewees. 
The CP&P office, however, does not assist only 
. seniors. It is available to all students interested in 
finding a job or deciding on a career, he said. 
"That's what drives our office," Nardi said. 
"We take it at face value that's why you're here" 
— to get a job. 
"We teach people how to find jobs," Nardi said 
"to effectively job hunt. There is a right way and a 
wrong way. We try to improve interview skills, 
develop realistic career goals, resume 
preparation." 
The office attempts to individualize its approach 
to each person, he said. "There is no one job 
market for all students. They have different needs 
and different desires. 
Students, then, should ask themselves, 'What 
makes me tick?' " he said. 
All students, especially underclassmen are urged 
to use the CP&P career library, which features in- 
formation on majors and jobs in that field. 
The office also presents a job technique series in 
which seniors share with juniors information on an 
effective job search, tips on how sell themselves 
and how to smooth the transition from college to 
the working world. 
"Good graduates are what sell James Madison 
University," Nardi said. The best publicity is 
students who go out and are successful. When the 
boss says 'How do 1 get another like you,' you give 
hirh my phone number." 
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Jobs: More than just a check 
by KRISTI MUIS 
and College is four years of work 
not jusi in the classroom. 
About 1,500 students are employed 
through financial aid and food services 
at JMU, according to LeeAnne Phillips 
of the financial aid office. 
Most are in food services, which in- 
cludes vending and concessions. Gib- 
bons Dining Hall, Dukes' Grill and 
Salads Plus / catering at Chandler. Hall. 
Food services seems most popular 
because the work hours each week are 
fewer than most jobs and because 
students can schedule work hours 
around class schedules. 
The entry pay rate, $3.90 an hour, is 
also higher than the standard minimum, 
wage    offered    by    most    off-campus 
establishments   to   college   students 
employed temporarily and part-time. 
The financial aid office refers students 
to about 40 employers on campus, such 
as the admissions office, campus 
bookstore, educational media lab, 
financial aid office, office of residence 
halls, student activities, the library, 
WMRA, the records office, campus 
security and he Warren Campus 
Center. 
Janet Cope, .. sophomore physical 
therapy major, *">rks at the bookstore 
in the Warren (. umpus Center, a job she 
obtained through financial aid last fall. 
"It keeps me wry busy, but I love it. 
It's a social job and I'm a social 
person," she s.-iid. "I get to see a lot of 
people I wouldn't normally see if I 
didn't have this job. I hope I'll be work- 
ing there again next year." 
In addition to the 1,500 employed 
through financial aid and food services, 
other students are hired throueh depart- 
ment offices and paid from the depart- 
ment budgets. Others can be be 
classisfied as temporary help, which in- 
cludes students employed during the 
summer. 
Although paychecks are taken from 
the financial aid budget, not university 
or SGA funds, jobs are not always for 
financial aid purposes. However, 
students are limited to working 10 hours 
a week and earning $900 a school year. 
Junior Laura Rennie, a data process- 
ing major, worked in the Career Plann- 
ing and Placement Office recording 
statistics during fall semester last year. 
"I had applied for a 15-hour work- 
study program and got it, but I had to 
drop it because it took too much time," 
she said. 
/"At the Career Planning and Place- 
mint Office I worked two hours a day, 
five days a week and I had to stop work- 
ing there, too, because I couldn't handle 
the work load." 
On-campus student employment is 
not limited to financial aid, food ser- 
vices and departmental offices. 
' Many students are employed by in- 
dividual organizations financed by the 
SGA, such as the University Program 
Board, Bluestone and The Breeze. 
But a job doesn't always mean a 
paycheck. Through practicums, intern- 
ships and student teaching, students can 
work for class credit and practical ex- 
perience rather than money. 
Norma Mawyer, a junior communica- 
tion arts major concentrating in 
telecommunications, works for credit as 
an intern at WVPT public television in 
Harrisonburg. She must complete 162 
hours of work this semester to earn three 
credit hours toward her major. 
"I couldn't see myself trying to gel a 
job   at   a   television   station   when   I 
graduate without this experience," she 
said. "I knew practically nothing about 
the actual television work setting before 
this internship. It has been a very 
valuable experience and I've learned a 
lot." 
Junior Mary Shields, an early 
childhood education major, is one of 
about six student assistants in the finan- 
cial aid office. 
Because her parents couldn't afford to 
give her spending money, they encourag- 
ed her to find a job at school. 
She went to the financial aid office 
about an on-campus job and they hired 
her. She has worked there since the fall 
of 1983 — filing, typing and checking 
figures. 
"It's an excellent reference and a 
good working experience that provides a 
break from the routine of classes. And, 
of course, the paycheck is nice," she 
said. 
But for Shields, it has become more 
than just a job and source of income. 
"The people are nice to work with. I ac- 
tually enjoy going to work," she said. 
"There's a real camafaderie among us." 
Some students pay all school expenses 
and rely on employment to help with 
bills. 
Junior Scott Wallhermfechtel, a 
management information systems ma- 
jor, is taking just one course this 
semester so he can remain enrolled at 
JMU and earn enough money to study 
full-time next semester. 
Employed by Four Star Pizza in Har- 
risonburg, Wallhermfechtel is "trying to 
get through school without having any 
loans to pay back. I've been working my 
way through school for three years now 
and it's working so far. It might take me 
a while longer to get out of school than 
most people, but I don't mind." 
Stal 
Sophomore Pete Suloman is one of many students 
through food services 
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Food, fun lead student expenses 
by GREG McCORMICK 
JMU students spent most of 
their money on food and fun last 
semester, according to an infor- 
mal telephone survey of about 90 
students. 
The results show that students 
spend an average $450 a 
semester. 
About one-third of the 
students said they spent a majori- 
ty of their money on social ex- 
penses'— weekend fun, entertain- 
ment and travel costs. 
Another third said food was a 
major expense, taking an average 
of about $100 a semester. Eight 
students said their phone bill 
took the most money out of their 
pockets, usually between $25 and 
$75. 
Most students said they earn 
their spending money and many 
contribute to Jheir tuition. 
Most students with cars said 
the vehicles have not been a 
financial burden, spending less 
than $50 a semester. 
Sophomore Kris Kaplan said 
of the $250 she spent here last 
semester, "only $30 went for the 
car." 
Only two said their cars cost 
them more than expected. The 
primary automobile expense was 
for gasoline, most of the time less 
than $50. 
However, cars cost some 
students more. 
Sophomore Bill Cunningham 
said he spent about $800 last 
semester, most going toward car 
insurance. 
Some expenses were not a 
result of mechanical or insurance 
needs. Junior Wally Wetherhill 
said, "I spent about $750 last 
semester. That included,'about 
$70 in parking tickets." 
Many students Ih social 
organizations also speni more 
than the typical student. 
Sophomore Carey' Lindquisl 
said she spent about $900 last 
semester, about half going for 
Delta Gamma sorority dues and 
related expenses. 
While most people identified 
their greatest expense, some 
could not. 
Freshman Rob Boswell said he 
spent $400 last semester. When 
asked what he spent most of it 
on, he said, "I don't know, beats 
the hell out of me." 
Aid still available: Cuts might not affect needy students 
by NEAL HELM 
President Reagan's proposed cuts in student 
financial aid might not reduce the aid available at 
JMU. 
"1 feel that those students with genuine need 
will continue to have financial assistance 
available to them," said financial aid director 
John Sellers. 
Statistics from the financial aid office show 
that 64 percent of JMU students received some 
type of financial assistance last year, totaling 
about $12 million. 
Federal aid eligibility requires that students be 
pursuing a degreee. Freshmen must have a 1.6 
grade point average and have passed 18 credit 
hours. After their freshman year students' GPA 
must increase one-tenth of a point per academic 
year, and they must have affempted 24 credit 
hours per year. 
I he Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program 
is the largest financial aid program at JMU, pro^ 
viding assistance torn more than half of the 
students who receive financial aid here. GSLs are 
low-interest loans issued by a bank or lender and 
guaranteed against default by the federal govern- 
ment. 
GSLs enable undergraduates to borrow up to 
$2,500 a year, while graduate students may bor- 
row up to $5,000. Interest rates for a GSL cur- 
rently stand at eight percent and repayment 
begins after graduation 
The second largest type of aid is Pell grants. 
Last year 859 students received the grants, get- 
ting between $250 to $1,900 a year. 
Pell grants are awarded directly from the 
federal government and are the only type of aid 
the university does not regulate. Unlike loans, a 
grant does not have to be repaid. 
According to. Thomas Sheridan, assistant 
director of financial aid, grants are the most 
popular type of financial aid because they are 
outright subsidies that students do not have to 
repay. 
The third largest form of financial aid is the 
College Scholarship Assistance Program. Last 
year, 329 Virginia students received $400 to 
$1,000. 
"The aid is directed at students who indicate a 
willingness to help pay for their education 
through self-help aid, student loans and work- 
study programs," Sellers said. 
The fourth largest are General Undergraduate 
Scholarships. There were 328 issued last year. 
Students are awarded $800 to $ 1,000 and must be 
Virginia residents. Registered students and 
transfers must hold a 2.5 GPA. Entering 
freshmen must be in the top 10 percent of their 
high school class. 
Other federal programs at JMU include: 
-the Supplemental Education Opportunity 
Grant. Now, 90 students receive federal grants 
ranging from $200 to $2,000. 
-the National Direct Student Loan. It pro- 
vides students with up to $3,000 until their 
sophomore year and up to $6,000 until their 
senior year. Repayment begins after graduation. 
-the College Work-Study Program. It pro- 
vides students with 10 to 15 hours of on-campus 
work, enabling them lo earn money for expenses. 
-the Parent Loan for Undergraduate 
Students. It assists middle-income families not 
eligible for the GSL, or those who wish to bor- 
row additional funds. Loans up to $3,000 per 
academic level, on behalf of a dependent 
undergraduate, may be obtained through a 
Under. Repayment begins within 60 days after 
the money is disbursed. Interest rates' are current- 
Is 12 percent. 
In addition to the abpve programs the state of 
Virginia offers aid to minorities through the 
Virginia Transfer Grant Program. This program 
serves black transfer students. Eligible juniors 
and seniors may receive grants of up to $1,000. 
A recent request from the federal government 
would require copies of students' and parents' 
federal income tax forms to be included with the 
financial aid applications. 
The move would eliminate students who do 
not need financial aid. 
A Washington Post report said Reagan has en- 
dorsed a budget package that would "set a new 
cap denying guaranteed student loans to families 
with incomes of more than $60,000." The report 
said a limit was originally set at $32,500 but was 
attacked by Congress. A limit has yet to be 
reached. 
JMU's financial aid statistics indicate that 85 
students who received low-income Pell grants for 
1984-85 had parents whose income exceeded 
$25,000. Under Reagan's "cap" these students 
would not be eligible for the Pell grants in fiscal 
year 1986, a potential loss of $80,000 in aid to 
those students. 
A number of students, currently eligible for 
the Pell grant, would receive a reduction in aid 
due to the proposed changes. Statistics show 
about 1,600 JMU students receiving GSLs have 
parental income of $32,500 or more. Reagan's 
proposal would eliminate $3.2 million in 
assistance to them. 
About 200 students at JMU are currently 
receiving campus-based aid (work programs) 
whose parents' income is $25,000 or more. 
Reagan's proposal would remove the students 
from being eligible for the National Direct Stu- 
dent Loan, the Supplemental Educational Op- 
portunity Grant of the College Work-Study Pro- 
gram, a loss of about $180,000 to this group of 
students. 
"I encourage all parents and students to apply 
for assistance if they are having difficulty meeting 
educational costs," Sellers said. 
Scholarships draw better students 
JMU has a need for more 
scholarships — and might be get- 
ting them. 
"I personally feel you will see a 
dramatic increase (in the number 
of scholarships) in the fulure," 
said Dr. Ray Sonner, senior vice 
president at JMU and executive 
director of the JMU Foundation. 
"A lot of friends and future 
alumni are potential givers to ihe 
university." 
Sooner stressed the need for 
continued support. "It will 
become increasingly difficult to 
recruit students in the future if we 
do not have scholarship funding 
for them. If an academically in- 
clined student is courted, the stu- 
dent will choose the best institu- 
tion available." 
John Sellers, director of finan- 
cial aid, agreed that financial aiJ 
is more crucial than ever. "A 
number of the kids on campus 
are not being compensated and 
some less than others," he said. 
"This institution is still in its 
infancy ■ stage. In the past, 
because the university is a low to 
mid-range priced school and sup- 
ported by the state, the need was 
not as great." 
JMU students can receive 
financial aid from various 
sources. 
• University endowments are 
funds that are invested. Although 
funds from endowments are not 
used, interest is accumulated and 
funneled into scholarships and 
university support. 
• Departmental scholarships 
ate awarded by individual depart- 
ments    based    on    their    re- 
quirements. 
The music department award- 
ed the most academic scholar- 
ships for the 1984-85 school year 
with 78. The Reserve Officer 
Training Corps program awarded 
the second most with 61. 
• Athletic grants and scholar- 
ships currently are awarded to 
300 students. 
• Foundation scholarships are 
established by corporations, 
parents, alumni and friends ot 
the university. 
The foundation provides 
scholarship assistance to JML' 
through grants awarded to 
students by the financial aid of- 
fice. Scholarship criteria are 
established by the donor but the 
grant is handled and distributed 
by titt financial aid office. 
ll 
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jy MIKE MATHEWS 
Off-campus housing may offer a more lux- 
rious setting, but most JMU students choose 
live on campus. 
Of the 8,228 full-time students who enrolled 
ere this fall, 63 percent (5,070) lived on cam- 
us, said Jim Krivoski, director of residence 
fe. 
Fewer students live on campus during the spr- 
Iig semester. "Some students are lost through 
raduation, student teaching and the semester 
broad program," he said. 
Up to 5,262 students can live on campus. 
The 26 residence  halls in  the Bluestone, 
illage and Newman Lake areas can house up 
4,502 students. 
The 13 Greek Row houses,, for fraternity and 
4>rority members, can accommodate an addi- 
onal 364 students. 
Presidential Apartments, although located 
ftiout two miles from JMU on Colonial Dr., is 
msidered on-campus housing because the cost 
r the option is the same as for a dormitory. 
Jie apartments can house 300 students. 
Special interest houses such asShenandoah 
all, which is filled mostly by" music majors, 
>use the remaining on-campus students. 
Next year, up to 100 freshman girls can be 
>used at the Howard Johnson's motel across 
Interstate 81. This year, the motel was not used 
for university housing because of the comple- 
upn of a new dormitory, McGraw-Long. 
IThe cost for on-campus housing for the 
1184-85 school year was $2,4%. Actual housing 
^sts $1,146. The remaining $1,350 goes toward 
■0-meal food contract, a requirement for all 
jn-campus students, except Presidential 
esidents because they have kitchen facilities 
lyailable in their apartments. 
^Freshmen are required to live on campus. 
ey then may choose to remain on campus or 
ve off campus. 
This year, 3,047 of the full-time students who 
rolled this fall elected to live off-campus. 
'"Most students who move off campus do so 
jecause they want a sense of independence or 
esponsibility, or want to try a new lifestyle," 
aid Donna Harper, assistant dean of students. 
Part-time students, those with 12 or fewer 
aedit hours a semester, are required to live off 
Anpus. 
The most popular off-campus housing op- 
tions are University Court, Madison Square, 
Squire Hill and Shank apartments. Harper said. 
Although monthly rent rates range from $100 
o $250, the average rent is $150 to $175. 
"The majority of (off-campus) contracts are 
for 12 months, but most allow for subletting," 
Warper said. 
|An   off-campus   student   should   protect 
■nself from contract problems by carefully 
■ -fading all parts of the document before signing 
she said. 
'A lot of students like the housing so well 
at they sign the contract without reading it all. 
lease is to define the tenant's responsibilities 
id should be specific. If a student doesn't 
nderstand any part of the contract, he should 
k for clarification," she said. 
Regardless of whether students decide to live 
i campus or off campus, more university 
ausing is needed, said Fred Hilton, university 
okesman. 
Transfer students now, although many re- 
Lest on-campus housing, are not guaranteed 
at option. 
The university is planning to construct a new 
irmitory either in the Newman Lake area or 
ar McGraw Long and Bell halls. 
The Virginia General Assembly has granted 
^1U a revenue bond to finance beginning con- 
uction, which might begin as early as spring 
(86, Hilton said. 
It would cost $4.5 million. Student fees would 
crease slightly to finance the revenue bond, 
ilton said. 
Although a final contruction date has not 
fcen set, the dorm probably would be com- 
eted by the fall of 1987. 
If built in the Newman Lake area, the dorm 
)uld house 450 students and would be similar 
Eagle Hall. 
Awaiting students' return next year will be 
e addition of a new off-campus condominium 
|>mplex, Madison Gardens. 
The Blue Ridge Housewrights. a local 
|iilding company, began construction in Oc- 
ber. The two-building, six-unit brick complex 
111 house a maximum 30 students and is 
heduled to be completed in mid-August, said 
ike Patrick, of Patrick Real Estate. 
Each unit will have a living room, kitchen, 
Iro bathrooms, three bedrooms and a laundry 
ea, Patrick said. 
Located on 1339 S. Main St. adjacent to the 
adison Square townhouses, the condominium 
about a five-minute walk from campus. 
Greeks: 
'Animal house' image a thing of thepast 
by NEAL HELM 
"People are beginning to realize 
that the Greek community does 
more than just throw beer 
blasts," lnter-fraternity Council 
President Sean Alger said. , 
"Greeks supply a tremendous 
amount of funding and time to 
charitable organizations." 
JMU fraternity and sorority 
philanthropic projects generated 
more than $13,000 in 1984. 
This year's third annual Super- 
dance, sponsored by the IFC, 
Panhellenic Council and Student 
Government Association, raised 
$8,600 for muscular dystrophy. 
This amount was $1,000 more 
than the event raised last year, 
mostly because it was advertised 
earlier, said Superdance co- 
chairman Jane Rapp. 
Also, individual fraternities 
and sororities sponsor a variety 
of fund-raising activities 
throughout the year. 
Each Christmas since 1979 
Sigma Pi fraternity has held a 
Toys for Tots drive and has 
distributed about $300 worth of 
toys to children in Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital's pediatric 
ward. 
Delta Gamma sorority spon- 
sored its third annual Anchor 
Splash this' year and raised 
$1,200. Of this, $100 went to 
Valley Voice, a reading service 
for the blind and print handicap- 
ped. 
The rest of the money went to 
the Delta Gamma Foundation. 
In addition to sponsoring fund 
raisers, Greeks conduct service 
activities ranging from manning a 
crisis hotline to organizing Easter 
egg hunts for area youth to 
visiting area hospitals and nurs- 
ing homes. 
In the past two yeats the iM\J 
Greek population has grown 19 
percent. The 1,228 fraternity and 
sorority members now comprise 
15 percent of JMU's full-time 
undergraduate population of 
7,959. 
Pi Kappa Phi's 98 members 
and Tri-Sigma's 104 members are 
the largest fraternity and sorori- 
ty. Alpha Chi Rho's 45 members 
and Phi Mu's 41 members make 
up the smallest fraternity and 
sorority. 
Donna Harper, assistant dean 
of students, atttributes the in- 
crease to the overall growth of 
the university and to students 
who were active in high school 
and wanted to be active in col- 
lege. 
Junior Susan Wiita, a member 
of Sigma Sigma Sigma, said, "I 
joined Tri-Sig because of the 
things it could offer me. I enjoy 
the activities we sponsor and the 
functions we provide students 
with." 
Sophomore Tim Turner, a 
member of Lambda Chi( Alpha 
said, "The guys in this particular 
frat appealed to my tastes. Each 
fraternity has a different environ- 
ment. We're a small fraternity 
and as a result share a closeness 
that is rather unique." 
Greek organizations also offer 
opportunities for Greeks and 
non-Greeks to socialize. 
"Greeks as well as non-Greeks 
can attend our parties," Alger 
said. "On most occasions, events 
are open to not just Greeks, but 
independents too." 
Recent changes in Virginia's 
drinking age laws do not allow 
Greeks to sell tickets at the door 
at parties, but this has not stop- 
ped them from having parties. 
The Greeks offer something 
every weekend, Alger said. 
While the tradition of parties 
continues, GieeWs ti&v« tried Ic 
increase the number of services 
they offer to the community. 
During the past two years, 
Greeks have supplied more ser- 
vice projects as well as more 
social functions. 
Staff photo by Stephen Jafte 
Greek Sing is one of many Greek-sponsored activities. Inter- 
Fraternity Council President Sean Alger said Greeks offer 
something every weekend. 
Clubs build leadership, serve community 
by NEAL HELM 
They had been imprisoned in Chile 
since Jan. 4, 1985, for bearing 
firearms. There was reason to believe 
the Chilean nurse and school teacher 
would be tortured. But they were freed. 
These two prisoners had been 
"adopted" by the human rights 
organization, Amnesty International. 
"Through our efforts we hope to 
release a political prisoner," said Scott 
Turner, president of JMU's chapter of 
the organization. "When it happens, 
wc have succeeded. But until then we 
will continue to write." 
Amnesty International, a human 
rights organization founded in 1961 
and represented in more than 100 coun- 
tries, petitions for the release of per- 
sons imprisoned because of their 
political or religious beliefs, ethnic 
origin, color or sex. 
The JMU chapter was chartered in 
1984 and is one of several JMU human 
interest groups. 
This year there are more than 165 
student clubs and organizations at 
JMU. Michael Way, associate director 
Stalt photo by Tim Hills 
A student performs at JMU's Baptist Student Union. "» 
\ 
of student affairs, said the increasing 
number is due partly to the growing 
population of the university. Five to 10 
clubs are added each year. 
"The university clubs and organiza- 
tions give students a chance to develop 
leadership skills and increase the quali- 
ty of life on campus," Way said. 
University clubs and organizations 
provide students with opportunities to 
socialize, make job contacts, serve the 
campus and outside community, or just 
have fun. 
Since 1980, JMU's Black Student, 
Alliance has oriented blacks with the 
campus and provided them with a 
social outlet. 
"(Club) membership is growing due 
to the increasing minority enrollment," 
1984-85 BSA President Leon Hamlin 
said. 
"The alliance's purpose is to create 
as many^channels as possible for its 
members to explore, such as listening 
to a guest speaker, working a fund 
raiser or going to one of our parties," 
Hamlin said. 
Other campus organizations offer 
recognition of students' achievements 
in college and provide then with the op- 
portunity to make job contacts. Honor 
societies comprise a majority of the 
clubs and organizations on campus. 
Dan Campbell, 1984-85 president of 
Beta Beta Beta, a biology honor socie- 
ty, said the society offers biology ma- 
jors and students in related fields the 
opportunity to get to know department 
professors and scholars from other 
universities. 
Club functions include lectures by 
professors about chemistry, 
oceanography, geology and other 
related areas. Also, the society provides 
students with contacts in order to ob- 
tain jobs, Campbell said. 
Tri-Beta, which means land, sea and 
air, has a membership of about 50. 
Students must maintain a grade point 
average of 3.0 in biology to participate. 
Another campus organization that 
gives students the opportunity to make 
job contacts is the International 
Association of Business Com- 
municators. Chartered in 1982, JMU's 
is the largest student chapter in the na- 
tion with 134 members. 
The IABC covers many facets of 
business and organizational com- 
munication, ranging from public rela- 
tions to issues management. Annual 
dues enable the IABC to recruit 
speakers to discuss a variety of topics 
on the business side of communication. 
Organizations most often associated 
with universities are service groups. 
Circle K, sponsored by the Interna- 
tional Kiwanis Club, services local 
needs by contributing to needy causes. 
"This year's theme is to achieve uni- 
ty through services that center on the 
family," President Beth Settle said. 
The group visits nursing homes, con- 
ducts an annual leukemia drive and a 
bowling tournament for multiple 
sclerosis. 
Outdoor clubs are becoming increas- 
ingly popular on campus. Jumping 
from four members in 1978 to more 
than 75 members in 1985, the JMU 
Grotto, the caving club, gives students 
a chance to "do it in the dark." 
President Nancy Gibson said the 
club specializes in caving and climbing 
skills and maps caves to determine if 
caves are "linked up" to each other. 
Weekend excursions include visits to 
caves in Virginia, West Virginia and 
Kentucky. 
Mandatory club requirements in- 
clude 20 hours of caving in five dif- 
ferent caves, ascending and repelling 
skills and assembling a carbide lamp. 
"Your life may be in the hands of 
others but you become confident in 
others' ability, so it's safe," Gibson 
said. 
"It's personally, mentally and 
physically challenging." 
\ 
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After classes: where to go, what to do 
Compiled by 
TINA BEAUMONT 
Following is a list of some 
nightspots around Harrisonburg 
that are frequented by JMU 
students: 
Belle Meade — Set off In- 
terstate 81 beyond a rolling green 
lawff, complete with white picket 
fence, the Belle Meade Red 
Carpet Inn and Restaurant 
features a lounge and restaurant 
that offer students a chance to 
dine and dance. 
Top 40 dance and rock bands 
perform in the lounge on Friday 
and Saturday nights for a $2 
cover after 8 p.m. 
The restaurant, features such 
entrees as Beef Wellington, Veal 
Oscar and stuffed red snapper. 
Chef's specials are $10.95, $9.95 
and $8.95, and a seafood bar on 
Friday is $10.95. Beer,wine and 
liquor are served half price at 
Happy Hour, 4-6 p.m. 
CalhOUn'S Judging from the 
outside or its "yellow page adver- 
tisement, Calhoun's Restaurant 
seems the type of place to take 
only a special date or your 
parents. A peek in the elegant 
dining room on Court Square 
may be intimidating to the novice 
bar-hopper, but the upstairs 
lounge and Backroom a;e jump- 
ing. 
A disc jockey provides tunes in 
the lounge every night except 
Saturday when he is replaced by a 
band. The Backroom hosts bands 
on Thursday nights. A cover 
charge averages $2 for the lounge 
and $3-$7 in the Backroom, 
depending on the entertainment. 
Nachos, potato skins and 
burgers are among the popular 
File photo 
JM's convenient location help make it one of the most popular nightspots for JMU 
students. But students have a wide variety of entertainment choices in Harrisonburg. 
snacks available in the lounge. 
Beer and mixed drinks are served 
with Happy Hour prices in the 
Backroom until closing Tuesday, 
and 4-7 nightly in the lounge. 
Wednesday is Ladies' Night in 
the lounge with Happy Hour 
prices 9:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m. 
Gandy Dancer Rowdy or 
laidback folks looking for a 
casual atmosphere head for The 
Gandy Dancer, located below 
The Train Station Restaurant on 
Port Republic Road. 
Open Thursday-Sunday,  The 
Gandy Dancer's country music- 
brings in mostly Harrisonburg 
locals but occasionally lures 
students with a rock 'n' roll 
band. Cover charges range $3-5. 
The Gandy Dancer serves beer, 
wine and liquor. Happy Hour 
lasts until 9 p.m. on Thursday 
and Sunday with all liquor at half 
price. Chips are served in the 
lounge. Anything from burgers 
to steaks can be ordered in The 
Train Station and brought" 
downstairs. 
The Little Grill By day it's a 
short-order diner. But by night, 
The Little Grill is transformed in- 
to a coffeehouse and outlet for 
the creative energies of students 
and locals. 
After the last of the lunch 
crowd has returned to work, The 
Little Grill becomes the stage for 
aspiring musicians, theater 
groups or poets. Cover averages 
$1.50 and is charged only when 
the entertainment requires it. 
Deli sandwiches and beer are 
the biggest sellers" at the cof- 
feehouse. 
Mystic Den Only a 15-minute 
walk from campus, The Mystic 
Den has been one of the party 
spots since it opened last August. 
Students and locals frequent The 
Den, located downtown on South 
Liberty Street. 
The Mystic Den features 
almost solely bands as entertain- 
ment. Cover charge averages 
$2-$3, depending on the band. 
Beer and a large menu in- 
cluding burgers, fries, deli sand- 
wiches, chicken sandwiches and 
nachos are available. Beer is 
specially priced on sponsor 
nights, which are usually Monday 
or Tuesday. 
JM'S With their gold-mine loca- 
tion directly across Main Street 
from campus, JM's Pub & Deli 
could be a student favorite 
without even trying — but these 
guys don't think small. Manager 
Dave Morani said they gear 
directly to a college crowd and 
arc always thinking of new ways 
to bring in college students. 
Disc jockeys play tunes 
Mondtv-Saturday, with a $1 
cover Friday and Saturday; 75 
cents cover Monday, Wednesday 
and Thursday; and $1 cover for 
men only on Tuesday. Saturday 
night JM's hosts a dance contest, 
with $100 going to the winning 
couple. 
Happy Hour is 2-6 p.m. 
Monday-Thursday and 2-7 p.m. 
Friday. Tuesday is Ladies' Night 
— all men are cleared out from 
8:30-9 p.m. while the ladies stock 
up on 10-cent drafts. Thursday 
night is Midnight Madness — 
Happy Hour prices from mid- 
night until 12:15 a.m. Sundays 
feature 25-cent hot dogs all day 
and free pinball after 5 p.m. 
Beer, wine and wine coolers are 
available in the bar, and when 
dancing works up the appetite, 
bagels, nachos and sandwiches 
are waiting in the Deli. 
ScrupISS All dressed up and 
no place to go? Scruples, in the 
Sheraton Inn, is the place to be. 
Catering to a slightly older crowd 
than many area bars, Scruples 
gives students an excuse to gussy 
up for an elegant evening out. 
Top 40 dance music is provided 
by a disc jockey during the week 
and by a band Friday and Satur- 
day nights. Cover is $3 for bands. 
Using every excuse imaginable 
to serve discounted drinks. 
Scruples offers Men's Night on 
Monday (75-cent drafts), South- 
of-the-Border Night on Tuesday 
(2-for-l Margaritas and Tequila 
Sunrises), Ladies' Night on 
Wednesday ($1.25 highballs), 
and Double Barrel Night on 
Thursday (2-for-l shooters). 
Happy Hour is 4-7 p.m. daily, 
with 50 cents off all drinks. An 
extensive bar menu includes 
sandwiches, potato skins, 
nachos, burgers, omelets and 
salads. 
SkatetOWn USA As an alter- 
native to the bars, many students 
go to Skatetown USA at 2 Main 
St. 
Open from 7:30-10 p.m. on 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 
and 7:30-midnight on Saturday, 
Skatetown plays Top 40 music. 
Many specials are offered. 
Tuesdays, admission is $1 
(regular admission is $2.25), and 
ladies are admitted free on 
Wednesday. Saturday features 
the "late skate" until midnight 
complete with special light 
shows. 
The Student Government 
Asociation reserves the rink one 
Thursday night a month for JMU 
students. Admission is $1.00 with 
a JMU I.D. 




by JOHN PHILLIPS 
After a grueling day of classes, where can a stu- 
dent go for delicious food and a relaxing at- 
mosphere? Several places fit the description, but 
many students argue for only one —Spanky's. 
In an informal survey of 50 students, 23 chose 
Spanky's as their favorite restaurant in Harrison- 
burg, citing food and atmosphere as its best 
features. "It's close by and has a large variety of 
good sandwiches," sophomore Danae Jacobs said. 
Sophomore Michele Colignon also preferred 
Spanky's. "There aren't any restaurants in my 
price range with that type of atmosphere." 
"The atmosphere and good food make it 
popular," said Butch Arthur, Spanky's manager. 
"We (employees) have fun and try to convey it to 
the customers." 
The menu includes deli sandwiches named after 
characters from the Our Gang series as well as 
reubens, salads, bagels, chili and Italian dishes. 
Arthur lists the Alfalfa (rare roast bee'f, melted 
swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato and Spanky^s special 
sauce on french bread). Cookie (ham, crisp bacon 
and melted cheddar on rye) and Porky (generous 
portions of roast beef, turkey, ham, swiss, lettuce, 
tomato and Spanky's sauce on french bread) as the 
more popular choices. 
Also on the menu are the Dickie Moore (thinly 
sliced steak smothered with onions^nelted ched- 
dar, lettuce, tomato and thousandftand dressing 
on french bread). Butch (roast beefTturkey, swiss, 
cole slaw, tomato and Spanky's sauce on a roll) 
and What The Gang Ordered (a loaf of french 
bread stuffed with ham, turkey, salami, melted 
provolone, lettuce, tomato and Spanky's sauce), 
which serves four. All sandwiches are served with 
chips. 
Sandwich and salad prices range from $1.49 to 
$3.89, and entrees, $3.95 to $4.95. 
Spanky's also offers several brands of foreign 
and domestic beer and wine with Happy .Hour 
specials Monday-Thursday. 
The decor consists of memorabilia reminiscent 
of the early 20th century. Framed movie posters of 
stars such as Clark Gable and Mae West adorn one 
dining room while a mural of various Ringling 
Brothers Circus posters covers the wall beside the 
kitchen entrance. The three dimly lit dining rooms 
have high-backed wooden booths topped with 
polished brass railings. Of course, Spanky's would 
not be complete without a collection of pictures of 
the Our Gang characters. 
Near the entrance to the first dining room hang. 
Staff photo by Steve Eaton 
several pictures of past JMU athletes and an 
autographed picture of Aldo, the famed wine con- 
noisseur from the Celk wine commercials. An an- 
tiquated penny arcam machine that measures a 
person's potency as-a lover stands among several 
boxes. 
Lining the wall by the cashier are bottles of 
wine from Italy and Germany. Candies, coffees, 
and other imported foods help to give the 
restaurant an international flavor. 
Arthur estimates that Spanky's serves an 
average of 400 to 500 customers daily —700 to 800 
per day on the weekend. Monday is the slowest 
business day with only 200 to 300 customers. 
"Everyone is usually pooped out from the 
weekend," he said. 
Arthur estimates that only 20 percent of the 
lunch customers are JMU students, while 60 per- 
cent of the nighttime crowd is from JMU. "When 
the students leave, the daytime doesn't suffer," 
Arthur said, but he added that the dinner business 
slips a little in the summer. 
Roland Macher opened the first Spanky's in 
Harrisonburg in 1974 and since then has opened 
others in Lexington, Roanoke (where the name 
changed to Macado's), Blacksburg and Charlot- 
tesville, all college towns. "It's geared toward a 
younger crowd." Arthur said. Another restaurant 
will open in Radford. 
According to Arthur, the names Spanky's and 
Macado's originated with the nicknames of 
Macher's sons, Roland Jr. and Richard. Today 
Richard is president of Spanky's-Macado's, Inc. 
Despite the restaurant's success, Arthur said he 
does not plan to expand the Harrisonburg's 
Spanky's. The main problem involves the surroun- 
ding buildings. "The places next door would have 
to be totally renovated. It's easier to go ahead and 
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Campus happenings 
Variety of performers provide  'positive social outlet 
by KAREN SIMMONS 
From the elegant slep of a ballet dancer to the driving beat of a 
rock band, JMU makes available to students a variety of cultural and 
entertainment experiences. ' 
Sponsored by the School of Fine Arts and Communication, the Fine 
Arts Series and the Festival of the Arts provide students with artists 
from such areas as music, theater, dance and art. 
These opportunities are in addition to events offered by the Univer- 
sity Program Board, which provides such entertainment as a student 
coffeehouse, movies at Grafton-Stovall Theatre and concerts by major 
bands and entertainers throughout the year. 
The Festival of the Arts is a multi-day event that takes place each 
spring and features a variety of cultural experiences. This year's theme 
was "Altered States." 
The Fine Art Series runs throughout the year and Dr. Donald Mc- 
Conkey, dean of the school, said he believes attending cultural events 
will establish a positive social outlet. 
"Students need to attend cultural events in order to gain experience 
and knowledge of human culture and to cultivate lifetime habits," he 
said. 
Next year the series will feature the Joeffrey II Ballet in addition to 
the Broadway show "Ain't Misbehavin' " and the Eastman Brass and 
the Aeolian Chamber Players. 
Renowned artist Philip Pearlstein will be featured in January. 
Pearlstein specializes in watercolorts, drawings and miniature paints. 
"Philip Pearlstein is a step forward in obtaining quality 
exhibitions," said Stuart Downs, director of JMU's Sawhill Gallery, 
which features works by professional artists. 
In addition to the series sponsored by the school, departments 
within the school offer cultural experiences. 
Local and student art can be found at Zirkle House, home of The 
Artworks Gallery, The Other Gallery and The New Image Gallery. 
"The community has been very supportive, and this has helped us 
in striving for professionalism and consistency," said Georgina 
Valverde, director of the Zirkle House. 
Professionalism is also the goal of the music department. Each 
semester, the department features a number of festivals, recitals and 
concerts. 
Dr. Joseph Estock, head of the music department, said, "We pre- 
sent over 200 activities a year, from guest artists to student and facul- 
ty recitals. We serve as an educational and artistic performance center 
for music, particularly this region of the state." 
The Center for Dance and Theatre also strives to serve as a cultural, 
artistic outlet. 
"For next year two artists from the Royal Shakespeare Company in 
England will participate with "\ Mitibummci Nights Dream," said 
Allen Lyndrup, theater coordinator. "We also will be performing 
•Holy Ghost' and  "Biderman and the Firebugs.' " 
Recitals, festivals and series are the showcases for dance. Dr. 
Earlynn Miller, head of the department said, "I was pleased with the 
concerts, preformances and choreography for this season. It was ex- 
citing to see 14 new pieces; the quality and diversity has really 
grown." __/ 
Other departments outside of the School of Fine Arts and Com- 
munication offer several cultural events at no charge. The English 
department sponsors the Reading Series for Poetry and Fiction and, 
the physics department offers a planetarium series. 
Lisa Russ-Spaar, an English instructor here, and Susan Vaclavicek 
have coordinated the Poetry and Fiction series for the past year. Both 
enjoy reading and sharing the experiences, and believe poetry and fic- 
tion must be heard to be fully understood. The weekly Thursday 
readings feature student and professional works. 
Halley's Comet will be a popular topic this year, according to Dr. 
John Wells, the curator of the planetarium in Miller Hall. Wells began 
the planetarium program in 1975. The program includes such topics as 
constellations, comets and ancient stories about the stars. Public pro- 
grams are held Thursday nights. 
Cultural events at JMU are diverse and flourishing. Most are free, 
and all are open to the public. So take a friend and gain some 
knowledge and experience our human culture. 
(Upper left, counterclockwise) Tj/tis art department work 
stands outside Duke Fine Arts Center. The theater depart- 
ment's production of 'A Christmas Carol' ushers in the holi- 
day. Cynthia Roberts-Thompson performs in the first faculty 
dance recital. Comedian George Carlin entertains Convoca- 
tion Center crowd. The Kinks' Ray Davies gets rowdy at Con- 
vocation Center. James Taylor plays to a full house in Wilson 
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Competition heats up 
in intramural sports 
by NEAL HELM 
Swoosh. Slam. Bang. 
Those are ihe intramural sounds of an increasingly popular 
tune at JMU. 
"Being involved with sporls helps keep or take your mind off 
studying," said junior Darrell Alexander. 
Senior Jay Sebastian said, "(In) the last couple years in- 
tramurals have been real good. More people are playing so the 
competition is a lot better." 
In 1975, there were six intramural events. Today there are 26, 
ranging from horseshoes and badminton to softball and basket- 
ball. 
The most popular events are softball and basketball. 
George Toliver, director of recreational activities, attributes 
the increasing participation to better publicity. "There is a 
tremendous growth for athletics at JMU. The mid-'80s have been 
a time for fitness and activity-related events." 
Full-time students, faculty and staff and their spouses can par- 
ticipate in intramurals. Varsity athletes, however, are excluded 
from participating in their own sport. 
Leagues are divided into men's, women's and co-recreational 
teams. 
A championship division is composed of student clubs, 
organizations, social fraternities and residence halls. Champion- 
ship division teams compete in five events — soccer, basketball, 
volleyball, walleyball and softball. 
Any other group may participate in intramurals in the indepen- 
dent league. 
Leagues are divided according to skill level, with the "A" 
league representing the highest level of competition and depen- 
ding on the number of teams participating. 
At the end of each regular season all teams participate in single- 
elimination playoffs. Teams that have forfeited a game during 
the season immediately are eliminated from the playoffs. 
Winners receive intramural championship shirts, shorts or 
caps. 
Intramural sports directors Patty Conner and Lisa DiBisceglic 
conduct sign-up meetings, recruit and train officials and oversee 
intramural operations. 
DiBisceglie credits the intramurals' success to the "quality of- 
ficiating" students provide. "Although refs can't please 
everyone, their officiating skills have really improved." 
Officials are paid $3.50'or $5 per game depending on the 
number of officiating clinics they attend and the test score they 
receive on the sport they officiate. 
Senior Susan Grubbs, an official for four sports said, "I enjoy 
sports and meeting people. This is a good way to do both. Plus I 
can make some money on the side." 
Toliver said JMU's intramural program is the best in Virginia 
and among the best in the East. "We're involved with a lot of na- 
tional committees and receive a positive response from both the 
students and our statt." 
The proposed artificial turf that would replace the 12-year-old 
turf would provide safer conditions for students, he said. 
"Our first concern is for the students regardless of the activity. 
New turf would reduce the chance of injury." 
Toliver said he would like another lighted field, which would 
enable more events to be played at night. The stadium and tennis 
courts currently arc the only lighted facilities on campus. More 
than 20 events are scheduled at night throughout the year. 
Toliver said the program needs to "grow with the needs of the 
students." 
Fitness bug 'bites'JMU 
by PAM WESTFALL 
Like a scene from the opening 
ceremonies of the Olympics, at 
least 300 brightly clad bodies 
move in unison to a fast musical 
beat. 
Leg lifts, stomach crunches 
and jumping jacks are but a few 
of the exercises JMU students 
perform in an aerobics workout 
that is offered Monday through 
Friday from 6-7 p.m. in Godwin 
Hall's Sinclair Gymnasium. 
The popularity of this event 
and other health-oriented ac- 
tivities reflects the fitness craze 
that has swept the nation. 
In a survey of 166 JMU 
students, 146 said they exercised 
regularly, said Dr. Steve Stewart, 
coordinator of the health science 
program. 
Stewart and Dr. Joel Vedelli, 
coordinator of the undergraduate 
physical education program, ad- 
ministered the survey to students 
in a variety of majors. 
Weightlifting was cited as the 
most popular form of exercise, 
followed by walking, aerobics, 
running and racquet sports. 
Almost half of the students 
who did not exercise regularly 
cited inconvenience and lack of 
time as major reasons for their 
immobility. 
But availability of fitness ac- 
tivities is not a problem here. 
Individuals and teams, through 
the intramural program, can 
compete each fall in such sports 
as volleyball, cross country, golf, 
soccer, badminton, wallyball, 
bowling, basketball and racquet- 
ball. In the spring, students can 
compete in softball, wrestling 
and track and field. 
Participation in the intramural 
program has increased in the last 
10 years, according to the 1981 
JMU Institutional Self Study. 
In the 1975-76 school year, 
6,811 students were involved in 
14 different sports. In 1980-81, 
there were 9,322 participants in 
22 different sports. 
Intramural participation has 
remained steady since then 
because students are opting for 
individual exercise rather than 
group events, said George 
Toliver, recreation and in- 
tramural director. 
Jogging, weightlifting and 
aerobics now satisfy the students 
who prefer exercising alone. 
On-campus facilities for 
recreational activities include 
both a co-ed and a women's 
weight room, a swimming pool 
and a jogging trail. 
The women's weight room was 
opened this year by The JMU 
Wellness Committee in Logan 
Hall. 
The center offers aerobic 
classes plus the use of a universal 
gym and an exercise bike to 
female students, faculty and 
staff. It was opened in response 
to a request by females to have 
their own weightroom. 
The center is open Monday — 
Friday, 8 a.m. to midnight and 
on weekends from 9 a.m. to mid- 
night. At least 40 women come in 
each day, Reeve said. 
Increased participation is evi- 
Junior linebacker Charles 
football weight room. 
dent also in club sports such as 
men's and women's rugby, men's 
lacrosse, women's softball, 
women's soccer and water polo. 
Membership is open to full-time 
students, faculty and staff. 
In addition to making use of 
the variety of fitness options at 
JMU, students are taking advan- 
tage of off-campus facilities as 
well. 
But fitness doesn't mean just 
exercise. Students also are in- 
terested in nutrition. 
About   one-fourth   of   the 
students in a basic nutrition class 
File photo 
About 300 JMU students are members of the Nautilus Fitness Center on South Main 
Street. 
File photo 
Haley works out at the JMU 
c 
taught by Dr. Dorothy Rowe are 
not required to take the course. 
Students most often ask about 
the need for vitamin and mineral 
supplements, said Rowe, head of 
the home economics department. 
But despite the request for 
more nutritional meals and ex- 
tended salad bars, fewer students 
this year used Salads Plus in 
Chandler Hall, said Michele 
Garand, Gibbon's Dining Hall 
dietitian. 
When the facility closed this 
month, 45,354 people had been 
eating lunches there, compared to 
68,252 in 1983-84. 
"We have some very nutrition- 
conscious students who are ask- 
ing for things like extended salad 
bars and non-caffeinated 
beverages," Garand said. "But 
we are seeing most students eat a 
lot of fried foods and sweet 
desserts." 
Off-campus students' eating 
habits typically are poor, Rowe 
said. They do not have the time, 
energy or money to provide for 
their own good meals, she said. 
"Whatever is available is what 
they'll eat." 
Rowe said she favors at least a 
partial D-Hall contract for off- 
campus students because students 
can eat foods from the four basic 
food groups at each meal. 
Cheerleaders shed ipretty rah-rah' image 
by DANELLE DUVALL 
At precisely the right moment, Jon Perry 
throws Joni Takane from the top of a 
human pyramid into a back flip. She spins 
over the heads of her spotters and after a 
20-foot fall, she is scooped up by the 
waiting arms of cheerleaders Bob Palkovics 
and Rob Stershic. 
The crowd responds with a thunderous 
ovation. The stunt represents an excellence 
they've come to expect from JMU's na- 
tionally ranked cheerleading squad. 
The squad's success results from years of 
dedication aimed at reaching the goal 
they've set for themselves — to be "the 
best." Cheerleader Margarita Woods 
relates that years ago JMU's squad watched 
others in the conference in awe. "Now," 
she says, "we are watched." 
The change began eight years ago with 
the arrival of cheerleading sponsor Casey 
Carter, who revised the program. 
Today the 1985 cheerleading squad is a 
strong, disciplined group of 12 athletes, six 
men and six women. 
These athletes practice together year 
round, starting shortly after spring try-outs 
to prepare for Universal Cheerleading 
Camp in August. Here, they compete with 
other university squads in categories of 
technique, spirit-leading and stunts. 
By the time football season begins, the 
squad already has been working out with 
weights and polishing techniques in cheers 
and dances seven days a week for close to 
four months. 
Basketball season proves even more time- 
consuming for the squad. They travel to all 
men's away games and cheer two or three 
games   a   week,   plus   practice. 
"You have to give up every weekend," 
says Woods. "It can be really trying on 
other relationships. You distance yourself 
from other things, but you make close 
friends here. There is a definite bond." 
This definite bond and the squad's sweat 
and determination have earned the group a 
place in the national rankings. The squad 
submitted a 3-minute videotape of a 
choreographed cheer, dance and pyramid 
sequence to National Cheerleading Associa- 
tion judges. Based on their technique and 
showmanship, JMU's squad was ranked 
among the top 20 collegiate squads. 
As a follow-up to this ranking, they spent 
four days in Dallas, Texas for the nationally 
televised cheerleading semi-finals competi- 
tion. Although they did not qualify for the 
finals in Hawaii, they made a name for 
themselves as national contenders. 
Woods describes the respect they gained 
as the competition progressed. "At first, 
the other squads said, 'Who's that?' By the 
time we left, we were well-known in our 
conference." 
JMU's excellence in the East Coast 
Athletic Conference South is a result of the 
attainment of specific goals the cheerleaders 
set for themselves from the beginning. "We 
set a goal to make it," explains cheerleader 
Dana Conte. "We work a lot harder (than 
other squads). We put in a lot more hours. 
We look at it as a sport." 
From all angles, cheerleading is con- 
sidered an intercollegiate sport. It is funded 
completely bjuhe athletic department. The 
funds cover camp, uniforms and transpor- 
tation to games. 
These men and women are skilled as gym- 
nasts, dancers, acrobats and spirit-leaders, 
They must strictly maintain their weight in 
proportion to their builds. Women must 
not weigh over 115 lbs. for safety reasons. 
The rigid demands on body structure ac- 
company other requirements: a 2.0 quality 
point average, a weight-lifting program and 
qualification as a full-time student. 
The squad is proud of its image and 
athletic success. However, there are still 
some who hold the stereotype of 
cheerleaders as "pretty rah-rahs." 
Sincore .shakes her head as she recounts 
how a teacher who, because of Sincore's 
cheerleading affiliation, expressed surprise 
at seeing her at a Who's Who banquet. 
"People have this image of cheerleaders 
being dumb. They don't realize the time, 
the training, how much it takes out of you. 
It's a sport all the way." 
A catalyst for the quick success for the 
JMU varsity squad is Carter. 
Along with Carter's duties of coaching, 
counseling and traveling with the squad to 
each game, she also is responsible for 
holding and judging yearly try-outs. 
Those competing for a spot on the squad 
have one week to learn, perfect and per- 
form a fast-paced dance routine, two cheers 
and partner stunts. Try-out partners are 
chosen at random to give both old and new 
cheerleaders a fair chance at stunts. The key 
to stunt performance, Wray explains, is 
timing. "It's timing and attitude . . . it's 
very important not to be afraid." 
Woods explains how the new squad 
members were able to squelch any fears of 
falling from heights from the very start. "I 
remember last year we had to fall back from 
the top of the folded bleachers into each 
guy's arms. You have to stay tight. You 
learn quickly." 
They also must learn to project a' good 
image, says Sincore. Also, "We all have to 
get along." 
It is obvious that the squad members get, 
along, and with a top national ranking, the 
outlook for JMU's squad is good. 
Who knows? Maybe next year it will take 
them to Hawaii. 
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by TRACY WIMMER 
Religion. 
The mere mention of 
the word on a college 
campus incites every sentiment 
imaginable. 
At one end of the spectrum 
stands a student with a religious 
interpretation so strict even Mr. 
Falwell would take notice. 
At the other end, a student 
calls for a tolerance so broad it 
adds a new dimension to the say- 
ing "anything goes." 
Both extremes and everything 
in between can be found at JMU. 
In an area heavily populated 
with Mennonites, Brethren and 
Baptists, JMU might be mistaken 
as conservative. Not so. A hearty 
dose of conviction combined with 
a somewhat smaller portion of 
temperance results in a religious 
university community that ap- 
pears strong and diverse. 
1 here's so 
much 
happening in the 
world . . . They 
really just want 
something to 
hold on to.' 
JMU does not promote a par- 
ticular religion. Such an endorse- 
ment would conflict with the con- 
stitutional separation of church 
and state. 
But the Division of Student Af- 
fairs does record student religious 
preference through freshman 
surveys. This year's incoming 
freshman class consisted of 50 
percent Protestants, 26 percent 
Catholics, 2 percent Jews, 11 per- 
cent other religions and 12 per- 
cent with no religious preference. 
The survey also asked incom- 
ing freshmen about their values. 
Religion placed seventh in a list 
of 16 values. Education ranked 
first, followed by friendship, 
fulfilling one's self, family, love 
and a clean, moral life. Work, 
money and having a family fell 
below religion in importance. 
Who Are We? 
Dean of Students Dr. Lacy 
Daniel said the religious strength 
at JMU can be viewed in this 
way: The number of students at- 
tending student church functions 
is small compared to the total 
number of students enrolled, but 
the number involved in student 
religious organizations compared 
with other student groups yields 
"a very high figure." 
Daniel said access to Sunday 
services doesn't affect student at- 
tendance. Almost every area 
church tries to reach out to 
students in some way, he said. 
Transportation to services and 
"adopt-a-parent" programs are 
two ways area churches accom- 
modate students. 
"Whether students go or not is 
really just a matter of their 
lifestyle. Weekends are often 
thought of as a rest and relaxa- 
tion period," he said. 
He said in order to avoid legal 
conflict, JMU prefers religious 
groups to use non-academic 
buildings paid for by student ac- 
tivities funds rather than 
classrooms built with state 
money. 
"Realistically, we can do a lot 
to help the groups because we 
recognize they do such a valuable 
service for the campus. They do a 
lot of service for the community 
and help in developing a spiritual 
and ethical education for the 
students." 
JMU indirectly helps religious 
groups through campus 
ministries, a coalition of 
ministers interested in student 
participation in area services. 
Daniel serves as a liaison between 
JMU and the ministers by 
answering questions about stu- 
dent life and on-campus meeting 
procedures. 
Father Bill LaFratta, coor- 
dinator of the campus ministries, 
said the organization was 
established so "different 
religions could get to know each 
other." He said the group is very 
informal, meeting monthly at 
Dukes' Grill to talk over 
breakfast. 
LaFratta also presides over the 
Catholic Campus Ministry. 
Having worked with CCM for 
eight years, LaFratta has become 
known on campus for his honesty 
and humor. Asked about 
students attending Mass, his 
answer is frank. 
"Well, I would have to say 







equivalent of the students' ver- 
sion of Christmas and Easter," 
he said with a smile. "Even if 
they haven't gone all semester, if 
their parents are here, they'll 
go." 
Actually, attendance at 
LaFratta's services seldom suf- 
fers. He said combined atten- 
dance at three Masses Saturdays 
and Sundays averages 500 to 800. 
Students who regularly attend 
Mass often become involved in 
CCM activities. The organization 
offers support groups, in- 
tramurals and social activities. 
This year the group has spon- 
sored a pig roast, a wine and 
cheese party and a semi-formal 
dance. 
LaFratta said the CCM permits 
students to drink alcohol, but in 
moderation. He said Catholics 
are of the opinion "nothing is 
bad in itself." 
According lo Lai ralla,  10 lo 
20 percent of his congregation is 
not Catholic. 
After a period of apathy, 
students are returning to religion, 
but not necessarily to super- 
fundamentalism, he said. 
"There's so much happening 
in    the    world    today    and 
everything's moving so fast that 
people feel this insecurity," 
LaFratta said. "They really just 
want something to hold on (o. 
"I think the problem with the 
super-fundamentalists is they on- 
ly present Christ as a black-and- 
white issue and that's not the way 
it is. Students are finding the 
older they get, the grayer 
everything else gets. The religion 
is that something to hold on to." 
The Baptist Student Union also 
offers spiritual support to JMU 
students. 
Archie Turner, the soft-spoken 
director of the BSU for 17 years, 
champions himself to be a friend, 
pastor and counselor to the 125 
students active in the group. 
The BSU has no Sunday ser- 
vices. Instead the group meets 
Thursday nights in a social set- 
ting for group sharing, singing 
and praying. Turner said 60 to 70 
students attend these meetings 
and approximately 30 percent of 
the students belong to other 
denominations. 
This year BSU students have 
led youth retreats and traveled to 
New York City to help in urban 
renovation. 
Turner stressed their activities 
are not limited to service pro- 
jects. People often stereotype 
Baptists as being ultra- 
conservative. Turner said, and 
"it's too bad the average person 
thinks we're like Jerry Falwell. 
"We have a good time in the 
BSU skiing, going on retreats 
and playing in intramurals. We 
just look for alternative ways to 
have fun largely because Students 
who come to us will say, 'Isn't 
there anything we can do aside 
from go to a party and drink 
alcohol?' But we're not in the 
business of putting people down 
that do. 
"By and large, students I've 
seen at JMU have always been 
relatively conservative, while 
over the past five or six years, 
I've witnessed them becoming 
more compassionate with each 
other," he said. "I'd like to 
challenge the students to exercise 
a oil more compassion lo com- 
munity problems. There are poor 
people in Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County that could 
really use their help." 
While both the CCM and the 
BSU place great importance on 
Christian fellowhip through 
social events, the Navigators, a 
Coping 
non-denominational group 
stresses one-on-one relationships 
as being more important. 
Director Steve Draper said, 
"We're peculiar in a sense 
because we have heavy emphasis 
on one-on-one discipleship. We 
are not interested in having a 
really large group. Most of the 
problems our students might 
have are not the kind to surface 
in a large group." 
"Basically, I've lived a little 
longer, stepped in a few more 
puddles and there are just some 
things I could help them avoid," 
he said.     Although the members 
Students are 
finding the older 
they get, the 
grayer everything 
else gets. The 
religion is that 
something to hold 
on to.' 
meet "more or less when the need 
arises," the Navigators rally 
three nights monthly in a mez- 
zanine room in the Student 
union. During the rallies, 
members participate in group 
sings and listen to speakers and 
personal testimonies. 
Activities are geared to allow 
students to join at various levels 
of spiritual involvement and 
commitment. They are urged to 
attend their preferred church on 
Sunday. 
Other campus religious 
organizations include Campus 
Christian Council, Campus 
Crusade for Christ, Canterbury 
Association, Christian Science 
Organization, Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes, Hillel, Inter- 
varsity Christian Fellowship, 
Lutheran Student Movement, 
Latter Day Saint Student 
Association, Maranatha. Real 
Life Ministries and United 
Church of Christ Campus 
Ministries. 
Draper said, "This isn't a 
theological school interested in in 
increasing people's knowledge. 
Instead we are interested in stu- 
dying the Bible practically,, what 
it means, and how we can use it 
every day." 
Pressure 
■  ■   ■  ■■ — ■ 
When it becomes too much, students can turn to the center 
by GREG McCORMICK 
Students experiencing lack of motiva- 
tion, academic frustration and the in- 
ability to concentrate might be showing 
symptoms of academic pressure. 
According to Counseling and Student 
Development Center counselor Shirley 
Cobb,    no   concrete   definition   of 
academic pressure exists. "It's an objec- 
tive thing. It means different things to 
different people. 
"Many pressures are self-imposed," 
she said. "Students feel that they must 
attain a certain grade point average. 
When they do not attain that GPA, pro- 
blems can develop." 
Throughout the semester, Cobb sees 
about   250   students   about   ac%demic- 
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Shirley Cobb says one source of pressure is  goals for grades. 
related problems. Most problems occur 
during November and February, when 
student workloads tend to be the 
heaviest. 
Cobb works with students in in- 
dividual and, or group counseling as 
well as in "outreach" programs ' 
presentations held for clubs and 
residence halls on.such topics as study 
skills and how to manage time more 
wisely. 
Academic pressure car) result when 
parents set unrealistic expectations or 
when they demand that their child major 
in a certain field-one that will be 
respected or draw a higher-than-average 
starting salary. 
Students attend school and try to 
please their parents. If they do not do 
well, there can be difficulties, Cobb 
said. 
"They (the students) tend to develop a 
kind of 'tunnel vision,' the idea that on- 
ly certain majors can lead to certain 
careers," Cobb said. "There's no self- 
exploration." 
To help students cope with these and 
other pressures, the Counseling and Stu- 
dent Development Center in Alumnae 
Hall offers various resources. 
"We try to help them (students) 
become more productive and to assess 
their academic and social values," she 
explained. 
A majority of the center's work 
focuses on the improvement of study 
skills. By offering students assistance in 
improving their studying habits, "they 
can learn how to study, what's impor- 
tant and how to organize." 
Academic group counseling is another 
aspect of the center. Last semester, the 
center conducted workshops with topics 
ranging from "Study Skills and Learn- 
ing Assessment" to "Math Anxiety." 
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for standardized tests such as the 
Graduate Record Exam. 
Cobb said she was pleased with the 
success rate of the center'.* counseling 
program. On a questionnaire sent to 
students who have used the center, a 
rating of "about 4.2 on a five point 
scale" was the average. 
Academic counseling is but one facet 
of the center, however. Students also 
may seek assistance for personal pro- 
blems involving roommates, friends and 
parents. 
Group sessions this semester focused 
Image" and "Alternate Lifestyles," for 
gay and lesbian awareness. 
In addition, the center maintains a 
library of information on birth control, 
drugs and alcohol and other topics im- 
portant to students' personal lives. 
The center, founded in 1969, offers 
classes in subjects such as time manage- 
ment and exam preparation. Nine 
counselors are available for group or in- 
dividual counseling and can arrange for 
tutoring in many JMU subjects. 
Appointments with counselors can be 
made at the center 3-5 p.m. Monday- 
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Who Are We? 
Students: JMU was their own decision 
Parents 
campus. 
Staff photo by Kevin Ropp 
and students express appreciation for the JMU 
by SCOTT TOLLEY 
There might have been some 
suggesting and prodding, but 
parents let their children make 
the decision to go to JMU — and 
they have no regrets. 
Students and their parents 
agree that the decision of where 
to go to college was left mostly, if 
not entirely, up to the student. 
Almost four years ago senior 
Kay Nichols had to decide be- 
tween IMU and the University of 
Virginia. 
Nichols chose JMU — and the 
decision was all hers. "They (my 
parents) didn't have a whole lot 
of say so in it," said the public 
administration and political 
science major and 1984-85 SGA 
administrative vice president. 
Nichols' mother, Connie, 
agreed. "I thought it would be 
nice to let her go where she 
wanted. Kay liked the school and 
whatever she wanted to do we 
went along with it." 
Freshman Janice Wood also 
had the freedom to attend the 
school of her choice. "They (my 
parents) pretty much said 1 could 
go wherever 1 wanted to go. They 
would rather me slay in state 
because it costs less," she said. 
"But it was my decision." 
Although freshman Telle 
McKemie said coming to JMU 
was totally her decision, her 
mother, Kay, believes otherwise. 
"She (Telle) wanted to go to a 
southern college at first . . . but 
we wanted her to stay in Virginia. 
Since she stayed, I guess we were 
a strong influence. Also, we 
didn't want her to go to a school 
that far away from home." 
Transfer students might have 
been influenced by their parents, 
but, again, the final choice was 
left to the student. 
"The financial importance and 
the influence of my parents 
weighed up to 40 percent and 60 
percent was completely up to 
me," said Rick Ralph, a junior 
business major who this semester 
transferred from George Mason 
University. 
Rick's father, Brigadier 
General James Ralph, added, 
"He (Rick) consulted with me on 
the proposition (of where to 
transfer). We discussed the pros 
and cons, but I basically left it up 
to him." 
Most students agreed the 
greatest input their parents of- 
fered regarded the cost of a col- 
lege education. 
A survey conducted in fall 1984 
of all anticipated JMU enrollees 
showed the largest percentage of 
parents, 25 percent, earned an 
estimated $45,000 to $60,000 a 
year, a figure that has remained 
fairly constant over the last three 
years. 
The survey also showed the 
percentage of parents in the 
$25,000 to $34,999 bracket had 
dropped from 22 to 16 percent. 
Parents with an income of 
$35,000 to $44,999 dropped from 
24 to 20 percent. 
The only increase over the 
three-year period was in the 
more-than-$60,000 bracket, 
which rose from 14 to 22 percent. 
The other two categories re- 
mained jehjivelv constant over 
the three-y«ar period. Families in 
the less-than-$15,000 group ac- 
counted for 6 percent in the 1984 
survey. Those in the $15,000 to 
$24,999 range made Up 11 per- 
cent. 
Parents responded positively to 
the cost of JMU. 
McKemie's mother said, "I 
think the (cost) is reasonable, in 
view of comparing it with other 
places." 
Nichols' mother said the cost is 
"great" compared to private in- 
stitutions in the state. 
She likes JMU because it has a 
good reputation, because 
students must make "good 
grades" to be accepted and for 
other aspects as well, she said. 
Are parents happy their child 
chose JMU? 
"My husband and I were very 
pleased," said McKemie's 
mother, "especially after the 
parents' orientation program . . . 
That clinched it. We didn't pick it 
(JMU) in a vacuum. 
"The president you have is set- 
ting high standards and wants the 
reputation of James Madison to 
go even higher." she said. "He 
wants it to be known as an 
outstanding college on the 
Eastern Seaboard." 
Ralph's father added, "I 
thought it (JMU) was a good 
choice. The reputation of the 
business school is well establish- 
ed. 
"He (my son) seems to be do- 
ing well. He seems to be very 
satisfied. My impression is that 
he's happier - that's the only ob- 
jective   that   we 
JMU boasts diverse and colorful faculty members 
by CHARLES LUNDY 
Would you take a job where 
the average annual salary is 
$27,001? The more than 500 
.IMU faculty members have. 
According to the Office of 
Planning and Analysis, full pro- 
fessors earn an average of 
$32,000 a year, associate pro- 
fessors average $27,468, assistant 
professors average $23,859 and 
instructors average $18,694 a 
year. 
The highest paid professors are 
in the department of accounting 
and finance where the average 
annual salary is $32,100. Com- 
munications arts .faculty have the 
lowest average at $23,600. 
Dr. Harold McGee, vice presi- 
dent for administrative affairs, 
said faculty salaries are set by the 
forces of supply and demand. 
While the market is flooded with 
liberal arts instructors, business 
graduates tend to enter the field 
instead of earning doctorate 
degrees. 
"There  just   aren't  as  many 
Ph.D.s coming out of the 
business fields as there are jobs 
available," McGee said. 
Sixty-nine JMU faculty 
members have doctorate degrees. 
Of these, 38 were awarded by 
neighboring University of 
Virginia. 
Another 37 faculty members 
earned their doctorates at 
midwestern universities in Ohio, 
Indiana and Iowa. 
"The big midwestern schools 
are the Ph.D. factories," said Dr. 
Rex Fuller, head of the com- 
munications arts department and 
a graduate of Ohio State Univer- 
sity. Ohio State alone awards 
more doctorate degrees per year 
than JMU awards at all levels, he 
said. 
The male/female ratio among 
faculty is three to one. Members 
of both sexes are represented in 
most departments. Exceptions 
are the physics department, with 
all males, and the nursing and 
home economics departments, 
with only females. 
"We'd be glad to have men 
join us," said Dr. Dorothy 
Rowe, home economics depart- 
ment head. "There are few men 
who go into the areas that home 
economics covers but we're 
fighting to change that." 
JMU faculty members repre- 
sent almost every region of the 
United States as well as several 
other countries. 
Psychology professor Dr. Bi- 
jan Saadatmand came from Iran 
25 years ago to study at Brigham 
Young University and became an 
American citizen. 
He says his foreign 
background adds "supportive 
analysis to my lectures. This 
makes them very interesting." 
Dr. Chong Yoon, history 
department faculty member, said 
the appeal of the U.S. was its 
constitution. He came to the 
United States from South Korea 
as a student 25 years ago and is 
now a naturalized citizen. 
"The United States is one of 
the freer countries, trying to live 
up to the ideals of the constitu- 
tion," he said. South Korea is 
certainly not a democratic nation 
yet." 
He said he is freer to teach in 
this country and JMU offered 
him a change from an urban to a 
rural community. 
For Dr. Dany Perramond, 
foreign language department 
faculty member, America gave 
him a better chance to further his 
studies. From France, he now 
possesses dual citizenships. His 
primary reason for staying here? 
"I married an American." 
Dr. Geoffrey Morley-Mower 
of the English department was 
serving in the British Royal Air 
Force when he was assigned to 
Pentagon interservice interna- 
tional committee. 
"Since this is the best country 
in the world, I stayed," he said. 
He began teaching at JMU after 
earning a master's degree from 
Catholic University. 
At age 67, Morley-Mower said 
his life has prepared him well for 
teaching. "I'm enjoying every 
minute of it. My experience has 
been more varied then that of 
other teachers. I've been all over 
the world and have known other 
people than teachers. 
"I haven't been teaching all my 
life and therefore I have a certain 
freshness that a person who has 
taught all his life wouldn't 
have." 
The longest serving faculty 
member at JMU is Lowell 
Watkins, associate professor of 
music. While most of his peers 
teach at an average of two or 
three schools in their careers, 
Watkins said he has always been 
content at JMU and in Harrison- 
burg and has had no reason to 
leave. 
Watkins recalls the early days 
of his 37-year stint at JMU, when 
the quad was the entire campus 
and the student body consisted of 
1,000 females and 100 G.I. bill 
recipients. 
At age 63, Watkins said he has 
not yet decided when he will 
retire, but when he does so it will 
be with no regrets. "It's time to 
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"1 came here because 
a lot of my friends 
were saying it's a 
really good school. 
And it had what I 
wanted — the MIS 





"1 liked it because I 
came to visit and 
everyone seemed to 
be kind of close. It's 
not that big of a 
campus and you pret- 
ty much can go to all 
the parties without 
having to ride 
somewhere like at 





I really enjoy the 
campus, I really like 
the atmosphere. It 
was really nice living 
conditions. I fell in 
love with it the first 
time I came here; I 
knew this was the 
school I was going to 
go to." i 
Lisa Caswell 
freshman 
"I really liked the 
music school — it's 
one of the best 
schools for music on 
the East Coast.It ap- 
pealed to me that 
even if 1 changed my 
major, which I did, I 
could go into 
something else and 





"I came to JMU 
because of the com- 
munication arts pro- 
gram here. It's npt 
only a good academic 
school, but it has a 
prominent social life 





"Actually 1 just came 





"The campus Is nice. 
I like the interna-   i 
tional business pro- 











"Good business   , 
school, nice area, 






"Four years housing 





"I came because I 
got accepted and the 
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MOW RENTING 
the ultimate in student housing. 
MADISON MANOR 
NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS FOR OCCUPANCY 
NEXT SEMESTER 
FANTASTIC NEW 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 
SPECTACULAR VIEWS, FULLY FURNISHED, 
GREAT RECREATIONAL FACILITIES, 
CABLE TV AND A LOCATION 
CONVENIENT TO JMU! 
MADISON MANOR FEATURES.. 
QUALITY LIVING SPACE 
• Fully furnished! 
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom 
(loorplans 
• Energy efficient fireplaces 
• Ceiling fans 
• Two full baths 
• European kitchens with dish- 
washer, disposal, refrigerator 
and range 
• Private balconies 
• Custom mini-blinds on all 
windows 
• Wall-to-wall carpeting 
• Cathedral ceilings with 
clerestory windows in all 
top floor units 
• Abundant storage space 
• Cable TV 
FIRST CLASS AMENITIES 
• Private-party room with 
kitchen facilities 
• Swimming pool with 
pool house 
• Tennis court 
• Fitness center 
• Full laundry facilities 
A TRUE. STUDENT COMMUNITY 
• Classic brick buildings 
• Convenient to JMU 
• Professional landscaping 
• Spectacular mountain views 
• Managed for STUDENTS 
IIMM'S I* u lir\1 si'llirsti 
I Mil \l \l  \l (.I M'' 
Call immediately while 
units are still available 
434-6166 MXDXSON 
MAXOR 
Ask about our lucrative referral program! 











drunk in public 
By Kelly Hartley 
court reporter ' 
Five students and four non- 
students were tried for drunk in 
public. 
Drunk In public 
• Student Lisa D. Marsh, 19, of 
Ashburn pleaded guilty April 18 and was 
fined $10. Marsh was arrested March 24 
by campus police on Newman Drive. 
• Student Theresa A. Theodose, 21, of 
Charlottesville was fined $15 April 19. 
Theodose also was fined $25 for 
breach of peace. Theodose was arrested 
Feb. 1 by city police at the city parking 
deck. 
•Student Peter C. Lindholm, 21, of 
Nokesville was fined $15 April 19. 
Lindholm also was fined $25 for 
breach of peace. Lindholm was arrested 
Feb. 1 by city police at the city parking 
deck. 
Summer Storage 
Special Student Rates 
-FIRE RATED BUILDING 
-SECURITY PATROLS" 
-OFFICE & RESIDENT 
MANAGER 
-COMPLETELY FENCED & 
WELL LIGHTED 
-MANY SIZES TO SELECT FROM 
Insurance Coverage Available 
433-1234 
Call Now For Reservations 
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just Off S. Main) Harrisonburg 







150 S. Main, Harrisonburg 
434-2375 




#982 With Tray $39.98 
#984 Without Tray $31.98 
► Lightweight metal 
a      #979 $22.98 
•Student Michael K. Steele, 19, of 
Union Level was tried in absence April 19 
and fined $10. Steele was arrested by city 
police Feb. 24 at Main and Cantrell 
streets. 
• Student John P. Dovel, 20, of Fairfax 
pleaded guilty April 24 and was fined $10. 
Dovel was arrested March 5 by campus 
police between B and C housing units on 
Greek Row. 
• Non-student Patrick L. Foley, 20, of 
McLean was tried in absence April 18 
and fined $10. Foley was arrested Feb. 23 
by campus police on Madison Drive. 
• Non-student Craig M. Bridgman, 23, 
was tried in absence April 18 and fined 




(VA Beach Area) 
Holiday Trav-l-park is seeking hard- 
working, reliable, motivated persons with 
experience in retail sales for positions in 
stock, sales and cashier. Also in the 
registration office and maintainance 
department. 
Coatact: Gtaay 
Wl$ Geaerat Booth Bl.d 




New Spring Summer 
Hours 
7:30am- 7:00pm DAILY 
8:00am- 4:00pm SAT. 
10% Off with Student I.I) 
Specialize In Foreign 
and Domestic Auto 
PREGNANT? 
Free Confidential Help 
Free Pregnancy Test 
BIRTHRIGHT 
434-0003 
police March 9 on the porch of olfford 
Hall. 
• VMI student James A. McGlasson, 
19, of Alexandria pleaded guilty April 18 
and was fined $30. McGlasson was ar- 
rested by campus police March 24 in 
front of Wayland Hall. 
• VMI student Brett T. Shepard, 20, of 
APO Miami, pleaded guilty April 18 and 
was fined $30. Shepard was arrested by 
campus police March 24 in front of 
Wayland Hall. 
Trespassing 
• Non-student Mark A. Dorman, 26, of 
McGaheysville pleaded guilty April 24 
and was fined $15. Dorman was arrested 
April 13 by campus police at Gifford Hall. 
Local newspaper 
gives scholarships 
Scholarships totaling $6,000 an- 
nually for JMU journalism students 
were announced Thursday by the 
Daily News-Record. 
The award will be divided into two 
scholarship categories. 
The first will be awarded to an in- 
coming freshman and can be renew- 
ed each year. Renewal of the 
scholarship is dependent on the stu- 
dent's performance. 
It will be awarded in increments of 
$750 for a total award of $3,000. 
This scholarship is named the D. 
Lathan Mims/Daily News-Record 
Scholarship. 
Mims is a former editor and 
general manager of the DN-R. He 
served for 25 years. 
The second scholarship will be 
awards of $750 each to two juniors 
and two seniors.   . 
This scholarship is the Harry F. 
Byrd Jr. /Daily News-Record 
Scholarship. 
Byrd is a former U.S. senator 
from Virginia and publisher of the 
DN-R. 
Richard Morin, editor and general 
manager of the DN-R, made the an- 
nouncement at the Society for Col- 
legiate Journalists banquet in 
Chandler Hall. 
The scholarships will be awarded 
starting fall 1985. Winners of these 
scholarships probably will not be an- 
nounced until October. 
Winners in subsequent years will 
be announced at the spring SCJ ban- 
quet. 
Recipients do not have to be com- 
munication arts majors, but they 
must actively be interested in jour- 
nalism. The criteria for selection in- 
clude pursuit of journalism as a 
career, academic record and finan- 
cial need. 
A selection committee consisting 
of three JMU journalism instruc- 
tors, a senior journalism student and 
a representative from the DN-R will 
choose the recipients. Mims will 
serve as the DN-R representative for 
fall 1985. 
Those interested in applying 
should contact Alan Neckowitz, 
journalism coordinator, for further 
information. 
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Classified Mis In The Breeze cost $1 
SSyjPjp 10 ^o^s, $2 for 11 to 20 words, 
$3 tor 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance 
payment Is required. 
Categortesinclude Personals, For 
Sale, For Rent, Help Wanted, Services, 
Wanted, Lost, and Found. Found ads are 
free. 
For Sale 
MADISON GARDEN CONDOMINIUMS 
Brick construction. 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths. Short walk to campus. Low 
downpayment. July completion. Patrick 
Real Estate. 433-2559. 
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 
through the US government? Get the 
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 
5090.  
FASHIONS Nifty's from the 50's down. 
Used original dresses, hats, shoes, bags, 
lingerie. Sizes 7 thru 14 go quickly. 
434-6644 and 433-3183. 
PENTAX CAMERA 35mm. All ac- 
cessories. Leather case. Best offer. Call 
234-8479.  
1972 VW Rebuilt engine, 35,000 miles. 
New Inspection. 867-5481 or 879-9917 
10-SPEED FREESPIRIT Men's bike. Best 
offer. Lisa 434-8784  
2 VILLAGE LOFTS $85 for both. Call Bets 
or Sara x5525.  
LOFTS FOR SALE Singles 59.95 Doubles 
109.95. Call Melvln or Steve 879-9573 or 
269*141.  
STAINED DOUBLE LOFT $100, blue shag 
rug $20. Call x7312.  
GREAT FOR NEWLYWEDS King size 
waterbed with headboard and six drawer 
pedestal. Heater Included, also 2 sets of 
sheets and pillowcases. Area Installation 
included. $300. 433-0821.  
ATTENTION DEADHEADS Rare find! 6 
concerts on reel tape. 1970 Fillmore to 
1974 Phllly. Fair-good quality. $50. 
433-0385.  
CHEAP BEDROOM AND LIVING ROOM 
FURNITURE Great condition. Best offer. 
433-9739.  
STURDY LOFT Straight, double, shelves, 
ladder. $90tneg.) Plane x4614.  
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U 
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 
1-805*87-6000. Ext GH-5526 for informa- 
tion.  
STURDY STRAIGHT LOFT Salt treated 
4x4 posts, removable ladder, all surfaces 
sanded, easy assembly. $100. Call Linda 
x4328.  
STURDY ACTION-PACKED DOUBLE 
LOFT $60. Call Jeff x4544.  
SINGLE VILLAGE LOFT Sturdy, dark 
stain, $50, neg. Jean x4928.  
DINING ROOM TABLE 4 chairs. Good 
condition. $30. 433-3927. ' 
L-SHAPED LOFT Pine wood, stained, var- 
nished, sturdy and University approved. 
Storage space separates beds. Will 
deliver. $100. Sheryll or Jenny 433-2071. 
LOFT L shaped, very sturdy, village, lake 
dorms. Call Anne x4S42.  
L SHAPED LOFT for village, Bell, 
McGraw-Long. Two ladders. Shelf, stain- 
ed, very sturdy. $85. Call Kim x4766. 
1964 PLYMOUTH TURISMO 5 speed, 40 
Must   sell   now! MPG, 27,000 miles. 
Seniors don't miss! 
248-2274. 
$5750  neg.  Call 
DINING ROOM TABLE Chairs. $70 neg. 
Call Sonia 434-7514. 
Wanted 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE MATTRESS and 
boxsprlng wanted. Contact Kim 
433-9190.  
PLACE TO  LIVE FALL SEMESTER No 
lease. JoAnne 434-3427. 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
mooocness/FOK 
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FULL LOFT FOR BLUESTONE room. Call 
X4026.  
ROOM IN SQUIRE HILL for May/Summer. 
Call Karen 433-3706. 
43409447    Con,act   Jack   Gerd°n   at 
Services 
Help Wanted 
llli   "llll'l 
TYPING SERVICE 21 years experience, 
$1-/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
CHAUFFEURED LEISURE VAN SERVICE 
Call for quotes. 434Q172.  
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Papers, 
resumes, letters. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. OVERNIGHT SERVICE 
AVAILABLE. Call Mrs. Freeman anytime, 
289-9959.     
TRAIL RIDES Six people maximum. 
Timber Ridge Stable; 234-8831.  
PIG ROAST BARBECUE Whole hog or 
sandwiches. We use only hardwood char- 
coal. References. Call early. 828*602. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING Call Kathy 
433*015.  
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Call Joan 
at 879*949.  
TYPING S1/page. Call Elaine after 5 p.m. 
433-3706.  
TYPING Thesis and papers. Experienced, 
accurate. Evenings before 9 p.m. 
434-1274. ^  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING Pica or Elite. 
Experienced. Call Donna Bodkin, 
879-9294.  
LOFT STORAGE Plcked-up and returned 
to dorm. Call Melvln or Steve 879-9573 or 
269*141.  
NEED A DJ for a Graduation party? Has 
an excellent sound system and over 1500 
EASY MONEY Earn $50 to $100 per hour 
In your spare time, OR MORE! No bull 
call 434*166 NOW for details! 
PART-TIME $5O$300 and up. This Is a 
referral program for student housing at 
Madison Manor. No selling required/Call 
434*166. • 
SUMMER CHILD CARE for 2 children 
ages 8 and 12. Car needed. (Near JMIA 
Call 434-3989 or 433-3703. Ask for MarTon 
r rflnkef. 
WANTED: persons Interested In losing 10 
• 30 lbs/month and fill position with Inter- 
national Nutrition Company marketing 
100 percent natural weight loss and 
other natural health related products 
$2500 investment required. 100 percent 
guaranteed. Complete training and 
supervision. Unlimited earnings poten- 
tial. Perfect summer Job or full-time Job In 
the city of your choice and Individual 
training by successfully proven 
businessman. Don't delay call 434*243- 
9 - 5 dally for appointment. 
IT'8 NOT TOO LATE TO FIND A SUMMER 
JOB Northern Virginia Computer Corp 
needs administrative assistant to fill in 
summer long maternity leave. Will train 
sharp candidate with 60 wpm typing on 
Wang Word Processor. Prior office ex- 
perience necessary. 
Also need Admin. Aides, full and part- 
time, with no typing for general office 
duties. Daytime hours. Call Cathy at 
SelecTemps in McLean at 703-442*100 
or for more information call Susie at 
x4542 on campus. 
«Hi°I°SRAPHER W^TED Portfolio re- 
qulred. If Interested phone 433-9964. 
COUNSELOR Full time counseling posl- 
rhUH WOrk wlth "wnlno disabled 
children ages 10 -15, In the residence. 4 
nS? °^ u,»y ,llve on aroun«8). 3 days off 
»«?.tii ' £PPro*lma««ly 2 1/2 month 
iS2a,,on- p°3itlons begin September 
nELlfS rasuma to Resident Services 
VA  2294? Sch°°1, Bov6 Tavern' 
SBS^*" co«"w"or positions 
ESk! °« summer 1985. Positions 
tt.-"?6, Vun 8 waeka Ne»'Chariot- 
MkS££XH!MM S8rv|ces Director, 
phone 804-293-9059 Mon - Frl. 9 a.m. - 3:30 
Found 
P?o7eBx>i7QL°VE Ca" RICk ,0 "•"*'* 
For Rent 
Cable TV^ °°m  aPartm-"ts  featuring: 
Drivati n.y at recrea"on«l  facilities, 
522 K Tuff0"1-En|oy ,he com+ 
views? r-u ^U .and   ,ha   spectacular 
434*166 f°r m0fe ,n,°'™tlon! 
E^MCIENCY    APARTMCMT    W-   I dsroraiorf *r«niMENT    New y 
Sffijaia9 »»■•"■ «««-»2B 
- 
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APARTMENT FOR RENT starting May 1. 
$600 Includes all utilities but electric. 3 
bedrooms, kitchen, full bath, living room, 
new appliances, capacity for 5. Please 
call between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. only, at 
433-8283.    »         
PATRICK REAL ESTATE Rentals, 
maintenance and sales. 
SAVE PARENTS MONEY Rent a room 
(single or double) with a fully equipped 
kitchen off campus for the 1985-86 
school year.  Call 433-9189 after 4 p.m. 
TEN MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS One 
bedroom cottage. Large yard with lots of 
privacy. Suitable for couple or single stu- 
dent. Available May-August. Rent 
negotiable. 434-3509.  
PATRICK REAL ESTATE 715 North Main 
St. Harrlsburg. 433-2559.  
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE for summer 
overlooking campus. 2 - 4 people needed. 
Full kitchen, W/D. Rent $75 - 100, 
negotiable. JoAnne 434-3427. 
ROOM AVAILABLE FOR FEMALE JMU 
student ■ starting June 1. $94 per month 
(utilities Included). Call 433-8359; ask for 
Nan or Kelly.   
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED Col- 
lege Station, fully furnished, W/D, A/C. 
walking distance to campus, convenient 
to everything, 85-86 school year, call 
433-2179. u 
LARGE FURNISHED ROOM Available for 
summer session, access to dltchen, liv- 
ing room, W/D, large backyardy6 block 
walk. Contact Robin 434-7102.,  
SUMMER SUBLET Three rooms available 
in new townhouse. Dining and living 
rooms furnished. Close to qampus. $100 
plus utilities. 434-1186.      ;  
MADISON GARDENS Short walk to JMU. 
Luxury 3 bedroom, 2 bath Condominium. 
Sorry we are fully leased. Reserve early 
for June 1,1968 occupancy. Patrick Real 
Estate, 433-2559.  
PLAN AHEAD Housing brochures 
available In our office. Patrick Real 
Estate.  
FOR RENT JMU females, rooms In two 
students houses. 4 1/2 blocks from cam- 
pus, large kitchen, off-street parking, 
great location, reasonable rents. Call 
434-0670 after 6 p.m. or on weekends, or 
see Dr. Wood in the History Department. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED College 
Station, May - August. MaryLynne 
434-9881.  
SUMMER SUBLET Single room 3 blocks 
from campus. $100/month utilities in- 
cluded. Call Michelle 433-0682. 
NEW T0WNH0U8E Forest Hills 5 
bedroom - 21/2 baths. Stove, refrigerator, 
dishwasher, disposal, carpet. 1 yr. lease, 
no   pets,   deposit,   $150   per   person. 
434-0183. , __^ 
SUBLET lovely 2 bedroom apartment In 
older home from 1/1 • 8/1 near JMU. Rent 
negotiable. Call 433-9924.  
ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year to 
live in Shank. Private room, carpeting, 
dishwasher.  $120/month  plus utilities. 
Call Stephanie 433-2273.        
UNIVERSITY COURT TOWNHOUSE 
Sublet May &7or Summer. Fully furnish- 
ed Own room. Washer/Dryer, Cable, 
Pool. Good deal. Call Cathy 433-9927. 
ULTIMATE SUMMER SUBLET University 
Court. May/Summer. A/C, pool, deck on 
back. 2 rooms $70 and $85. Call 434-2807. 
MADISON SQUARE Males needed for 
May & Summer. $100/month. Call Mike 
434-1993.  
3 FEMALES NEEDED TO SUBLET Col 
lege Station townhouse. June - August. 
W/D, own bedrooms. Julie or Colleen 
434-4992. ,  
SUBLET one of three bedrooms. May and 
Summer sessions. Call 434-6693.  
MAY/SUMMER Two bedroom apartment. 
One block from campus. 433-8924. 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX 2 yrs. old, Stove, 
refrigerator, disposal, dishwasher, 
carpet, lots of closets, hook-up washer, 
dryer, water, sewer, furnished, 1 yr. lease, 
no pets, deposit, $150 per person. 
434-0183.  
HAVE  ONE  BEDROOM  FOR GIRL six 
blocks from campus. Kitchen and 
bathroom privileges. $80 per month plus 
equal share of utilities. Beginning 
August. 433-1873.  
I NEED PEOPLE (GROUP OR SINGLE) 
with a car to rent my house beginning in 
May. House offers large kitchen, living 
room, three baths, eight nice size 
bedrooms, lawn and parking area. Good 
neighborhood. $95 per month, plus 
utilities. 433-1873.  
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS JM Apart- 
ments. Female roommate to share 1/2 
rent and utilities. From June 1/85 - 86 or 
June 1 to end of August. 433-3864. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED For 
85-86 school year. A/C,W/D, 2 blocks from 
campus. $110/month. Call 434-3235. 
ROOMMATE WANTED To share room in 
Madison Gardens Apartments. Fully fur- 
nished, $130 per month plus utilities. Call 
Dave or Kip at 433-3428.  
GREAT LOCATION 1/2 block from cam- 
pus. Room available for June • August. 
$l00/month neg. with utilities. Shannon 
X4933.  
LARGE BEDROOM FOR FEMALE ROOM- 
MATE in fully furnished house less than 
1 mile from campus for June - August. 
SlOO/month - all utilities paid.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 85/86 
school year to share College Station 
townhouse, own room, A/C, W/D. Call 
Amy X4234.  
ROOM FOR RENT Subletters needed for 
both summer sessions. Location 
superclose to campus. Diagonal from 
TKE on Centred. Price extremely flexible. 
Call Deldre at x4933.  
SUBLET MAY • AUGUST Room for 1 or 2 
people In beautiful townhouse. 2 blocks 
from campus. A/C, private yard, cheap. 
434-8639.  
SUMMER SUBLET Single room 10 minute 
walk from campus. $1007month plus 1/5 
of utilities. Call Pam 433-3321.  
FEMALE WANTED TO SUBLET 
Townhouse June - August. Located top 
of Pleasant HII Road. Call 433-9297. $150. 
SUMMER SUBLET Beautiful fully furnish- 
ed townhouse In Forest Hills. 
$120/month, neg. Need up to 4 
housemates. Deck, washer/dryer, own 
bedroom. Call 434-4913.  
SEARCH NO MORE! Move to prestigious 
Forest Hill Townhomes. Private room, 
share second floor/utilities, $150/month 
434-5237 or 879-9619.  
APARTMENT FOR RENT Close to cam- 
pus 21 3 people. Beautiful. OH heat and 
water Included. $335/month. Call 
433-0203.  
COLLEGE STATION 1 • 3 spots for 85 - 86 
or summer sublet. Fully furnished. A/C, 
pool, W/D, cable, convenient locale. 
David 433-9581.  
SINGLE    BEDROOM    APARTMENT 
$225/month. 4 blocks from campus. 
434-2100.  
3 BR TOWNHOUSE 2 minutes by car. 
$375 monthly. 434-2100.  
SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT University 
Court fully furnished (W/D, dishwasher, 
microwave, etc.) Looking for non- 
smoking female to occupy Fall & Spring 
semesters. More Information call 
433-0266.  
SUMMER HOUSING May August. 
Private room in house. Fully furnished, 
kitchen. Rent negotiable. 445 S. Main St. 
Call Doug 433-8930.  
SUBLET 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 3 
spaces available fo^ June - August 
$75/month plus share of utilities. Large 
house, furnished. Call Karen, Jennifer, 
Valerie, Cindy 433-0389.  
SUMMER SUBLET Large room in house, 
2 blocks from campus, 635 S. Main, $75 
per month. Call Steve, home 433-0460, 
work 568-6127.  
Personals 
MOSBYS  MILL  SEAFOOD  BARN  has 
FREE SHRIMP COCKTAILS and COM- 
PLIMENTARY HAPPY DRINK for "The 
Graduate" on Graduation Weekend 1985. 
Congratulations!       i 
TAKE 5 Fill out your Health Center survey 
today!  
THE DIRECTORS WORKSHOP begins 
tomorrow at 5 p.m. In Latimer-Shaeffer. 
VIEW CAMPUS HIGHER THAN YOU'VE 
EVER BEENI Posters on sale, Tues. - 
Thurs. on the patio.  
TRADEWIND New band with The Shuffle 
Tuesday. MMA Sponsor Night at The 
Mystic Den.  
SIGMA KAPPA BIG BROTHER PLEDGES 
Micky S, Tim S, John P, Scott M, Alan P, 
Adam G, John F, Darryl R, and Bruce L - 
Thanks for the party Thursday! Get 
psyched for initiation - nee hee!  
LXA Congrats on Greek Sing. Two years 
In a row. You're the best. Love the LXA ll*- 
tle sisters.  
ELLA You were awesomel LXA little 
sisters.  
REWARD A better Health Center - fill out 
your survey now.     *"       
DIRECTORS WORKSHOP tomorrow at 5 
p.m.  Joan  Welch,  Sarah  Motes   and 
Bonne Pierce will do their things. It's free. 
YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT Probably need 
it!! Get It on the Patio this week.  
SHUFFLE FANS Tuesday night. The Den. 
JEANNE STRATTON What an awesome 
musical chairwoman! Love, Sigma Kap- 
pa-  
MAN WITH A MISSION The Word Is out & 
I'm ready - The best Is yet to come! The 
Mission (Deanna). L  
WANTED Students to help with the SGA 
booksale. Signups Tues. and Wed. 10 - 5 
In WCC lobby.  
RALPH COHEN will lecture at 6 p.m. In 
Latimer-Shaeffer at DW.  
AERIAL POSTERS OF JMUII Only $5 on 




SIGMA KAPPA SENIORS Don't leave! We 
love you. Passdowns: May 3.  
JM s DELIVERY 11 a.m. -1:30 a.m. (2 a.m. 
on weekends) Subs, salads, sandwiches, 
beer. Over 140 Items. Call 43-DUKES. 
SKI-RACING and fun trips. Come find out 
at the Ski Club meeting. April 29, 6 p.m. 
Purple and Gold room. Godwin.  
DUKE DOG TRY-OUTS the 29th Convo at 
8 p.m.  
MENS SKI BIBS for sale. Phone x7416. 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME to help with 
the fall SGA booksale. Slgn-ups Tues. 
and Wed. In WCC lobby 10 - 5.  
THE THEATRE IS FREE THIS WEEK 
Check Breeze and posters for times and 
shows. FMI, call x5743. y 
THE ULTIMATE GRADUATION PRESENT 
Never before seen posters of JMU. Tues - 
Thurs on the patio or from any geography 
professor!  
SPARKPLUGS Blowout at the Mystic 
Den Thursday and Friday.  
KRIS O, ANGIE B, PAIGE W, PAM R, (Bet 
ter late than never) Thanks for all your 
hard work! We love you. Sigma Kappa. 
TONY M Ladies night was fun (especially 
Stupid Pet Tricks!) but I didn't see you at 
RATS   Wednesday   at   the 
any baseball games. What gives? 
Redeem yourself this Tuesday night! Col- 
leen from Fred.    
PISCES WOMAN It will be four months 
without a window. Can we make It? Take 
care of your Canada's and Mexico's this 
summer and don't throw your whole life 
away. Here's a flying shoe for finals. This 
Yankee will miss "y'all" cause you're the 
greatest! Love ya. Jay.      
SEE JMU FROM A BIRDS EYE VIEW on 
the patio this week. Only $5.     
FINALS FEVER See M-1. Thursday of 
finals week at the Mystic Den. 
POETRY, LIVE POETRY Michael Keller, 
Doina lllescu, Bill Goodykoontz! Live 
from Room A at 5 p.m. Wed. May 1. 
Poetry Club-elections following reading! p ji 
CONGRATULATIONS* GARY   MCCOY 
New Treasurer of Virginia Student 
Association. SPE.  
TWO DOLLARS Buys lunch at the Mystic 
Den.  
SC You're the best roomie. Love ya like a 
sister. Always or through eternity 
whichever Is longer. Dlz  
KEEPER, STONEY AND SQUEEKY 
WHEEL Thanks for the campflre and 
songs. Much apprecieated. You know 
picks burn? TPS.  
AST PRESENTS JM'S MENS NIGHT 
Tonight! Quarty-drafts 9:30 • 10.  
ROB Have an extra-happy week. Whole 
bunches, Annie.  
SIGN PETITION TO SAVE COKE Write 
"Don't change Coke" with your 
signature-Send to SRS* PO 2261. 
YOU  MUST  SIGN  UP  AT  JMU  PO to 
receive mall during May and Summer 
sessions. iV- ''"'  
WIN 2 FREE DINNERS in Men's Night 
Wet T-shirt contest! Tonight at JM's. 
Come and get them, girls.  
SENIORS Let's celebrate a great 4 years 
(or 41/2 or 5 years). Come party at the Pig 
Roast May 3. Tickets on sale in the Com- 
muter Student Office.  
COMM ARTS STUDENTS Get your Comm 
Arts T-shirts in Anthony-Seeger Hall this 
weekl Only $6.  
BRIAN Happy 24th Birthday, I heard that 
this will be a good year. Enjoy and share 
It with friends. Robin.  
CAROLYNNIE, Thanks for your Incredi- 
ble support all through the year. Don't be 
In a Lynnie mood. Beanie. 
IKE AND ZACH SCHMUCK Its time to go 
out in the world and spread the Schmuck 
gospel. Skreech Pond will not be the 
same, but at least the German chick is 
starting to look normal again. Don't get 
caught swimming in a fish bowl. 
Schmuck off. Jake.  
KYRA Sorry for working you into the 
ground, but we can't have you lazylng 
about in the sun all day. MM. 
A* *jjf IJO ne.r 
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looks to future 
with changes 
in mind 
Article by Cay Fultz 
Photos by Steven Eaton 
Ails & People 
Seeking change for the sake of 
change is not his style. But 
taking chances and molding 
them into something he can use is. 
Coming to the United States to study 
has played a major role in this South 
African student's scheme of change. 
"I consider myself a radical of 
sorts, in terms of what I would like to 
see for the country (South Africa). 
And I want to be effective in that role 
of change," said 22-year-old Nsimbi 
Buthelezi, a communication arts ma- 
jor and JMU's newly elected SGA 
legislative vice president. "At this 
stage of my life, I'm preparing. 
"I'm learning (from Americans) 
... I'm assimilating ideas . . . 
Americans are achievers. That drive 
in them appeals to me because it is 
what we (black South Africans) need 
most." 
Nsimbi is a member of South 
Africa's disenfranchised majority. 
Although blacks constitute about 70 
percent of the country's population, 
the government is controlled by 
whites, who constitute about 16 per- 
cent of the population. For years, 
South Africa, located at the southern 
tip of the African continent, has prac- 
ticed apartheid, or racial segregation. 
As a result, blacks are not allowed to 
vote or hold key positions in the 
white-dominated government. 
Nsimbi said he believes the situa- 
tion cannot last. 
"For me, there's no doubt that the 
South African situation will change." 
The question, he said, is how. 
Coming to the United States was a 
step in preparing him for taking pan 
in that change. He said he wants to 
help people channel their anger con- 
structively. He is not sure how, but 
"the specifics of what I do will be 
determined by the situation then. But 
I would like to see myself point out 
the more achievable means toward a 
better South Africa." . 
Nsimbi's desire to help change the 
black South African's situation stems 
partly from his family background 
and involvement in politics. 
Before his death in 1983, Nsimbi's 
father, Alexius, served as an urban 
representative for the Orange Free 
State, a South African province. His 
work involved obtaining working 
rights for blacks and advising them of 
these rights. 
"He was breaking new ground 
most of the time or establishing new 
lines of communication or treading 
on what is considered sacred ground 
by the system," Nsimbi said. "My 
dad believed that it's not what you do 
or what you say that matters, it's how 
you do it. It's how you say it that 
makes the difference." 
That belief has influenced Nsimbi. 
When he returns home, he said, "1 
may have the right proposals to 
make, but the time may not be right. 
So I have to wait." 
Nsimbi also has been influenced by 
his uncle, Gatsha Buthelezi, who is 
the leader of Inkatha (South Africa's 
largest black organization) and chief 
minister of KwaZulu, homeland for 
South Africa's Zulu tribe. The Zulus 
make up the largest black South 
African ethnic group. 
Black South Africans are not con- 
sidered permanent citizens of South 
Africa but rather of the 
"homelands." The government has 
assigned each tribal group a 
homeland. Four of these homelands 
have accepted independence. When a 
homeland is made independent, all 
ethnic group members lose their 
South African citizenship. Nsimbi's 
uncle is fighting to prevent KwaZulu 
from becoming independent. 
"He is a controversial figure," said 
the soft-spoken student. "As a black 
South African, you're always in 
danger if you're popular, well 
known, whatever. It's always 
dangerous because you never know 
how much of a threat you are." 
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Nsimbi said he tries to downplay 
the fact he is Gatsha Buthelezi's 
nephew. He said he will follow his un- 
cle's and father's footsteps "in a dif- 
ferent way. I will in the sense that I'll 
uphold the dignity of my work." 
When he returns to South Africa, 
Nsimbi said he will have to relearn the 
situation and see how things have 
changed before he can become effec- 
tive and use what he has learned while 
studying here. 
Apart from educational oppor- 
tunities, Nsimbi said he came here to 
escape the political situation. 
"The students see the (university) 
administration as an object of op- 
pression . . . And then they revolt, 
and it becomes very politicized. And 
then you have the police come in to 
maintain law and order. Then you 
have clashes, tear gas protests and 
students expelled to go back home 
and cool down. The following year, 
you have to re-apply to go back to 
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he has the ability to 
Id (of broadcasting)," 
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said! he hopes to become in- 
a pjacticum program while 
i gain practical experience in 
casting field. Such interest 
in getting involved characterizes 
his love of change and being active. 
Since arriving at JMU in 1982, 
he has become involved with the 
Black Student Alliance, the 
Catholic Campus Ministry, the 
debate team and the Student 
Government Association. 
Junior Christy Quails has work- 
ed with Nsimbi on the SGA's com- 
muter student committee. 
"He's very outspoken. If he has 
an opinion, he'll express it," 
Quails said. "I didn't know if he'd 
be hard to work with. I didn't 
know if he'd know the procedures 
we used or be shy just being from a 
different country. But that wasn't 
the case at all." 
Nsimbi has made many friends 
since arriving here. "He knows 
quite a few people," said one of his 
roommates, Drew Olsen, a transfer 
from New York. "You can just be 
walking across campus with him 
and he's gone (when he stops to 
talk to people he knows). I've lost 
him a couple of times like that." 
Nsimbi said he enjoys "seeing 
students in a home environment" 
and seeing "how diverse a com- 
munity America is." While here he 
has traveled to Minnesota, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, New York and New 
Jersey as well as various parts of 
Virginia. 
Nsimbi said it is frustrating for 
him at times because people are not 
aware of or do not understand the 
South African situation. "I blame 
the media and the system (govern- 
ment) itself for what I'll call 'ig- 
norance of the people' about the 
world situation." 
Of the racial situation at home, 
he said, "People have died. Hun- 
dreds. And you don't get to hear of 
that. And there is anger within the 
country. But it's anger which needs 
to be constructively channeled if 
we are to come out the better for 
South Africa. But the way things 
are going, you're going to have 
that anger rising and rising, and 
you have this psychosis of hate on 
both sides that when you have this 
final combustion, it's going to be 
the end." 
Of the racial situation in the 
United States, he said, "I think 
there has been progress made, but I 
don't follow the idea that there has 
been   enough   progress." 
He said the prejudice in South 
Africa and the United States can- 
not be compared. "South Africa is 
really very blatant, very arrogant 
See NSIMBI page 12 
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Cope-ing 
So long, farewell 
Seniors are a special 
breed. As 
underclassmen, we 
respect them and follow 
their lead. But these 
past few weeks, many 
seniors have been job 
searching and worrying 
about making a high A  rf        c     0 
starting salary. * 
Our generation is concerned with the material 
things in life. We are success oriented. How do 
we measure success? By our income. If we can't 
afford to join the country club or drive the right 
car, we're out. 
It seems some of us want to work less and 
earn more money at the same time. Sorry guys, 
it just doesn't work that way. Sure, social skills 
and charm will come in handy at the office, but 
your work will be evaluated on your output, not 
your Botany 500 suit. 
A recent survey of 100 millionaires showed 
that 80 had not always intended to become 
millionaires or strive for money all their lives. 
They worked in fields they were happy with. 
Their money came per chance by minor in- 
vestments and small businesses that boomed. 
The other 20, for the most part, were doctors, 
lawyers and people who had inherited money. 
Certainly the doctors and lawyers worked hard 
for their degrees, but they probably became in- 
terested in their occupations by the money pro- 
spect, not by sheer desire to aid the sick and 
uphold justice. 
Maybe I'm just a laid-back liberal, but I agree 
with the 80 percent group's philosophy on the 
working world and making money. And so what 
if you never make a million? There's always 
love, friendship, the sun and the moon. 
My father always told me and my sisters that 
if we ever came home from college engaged, he'd 
disown us. He also says whoever elopes gets a 
car because he doesn't want to deal with wed- 
dings. His philosophy is we go to college and 
learn, graduate, travel, work  and then settle 
down. Of course we will have to work to support 
ourselves in the meantime, but I like the plan. I 
think it maximizes experience and education to 
help self-fulfillment. 
You're probably thinking, "What if I want to 
get married or start working just out of 
college?" That's fine, too. As long as you're do- 
ing what makes you happy. You may have to 
wait tables before you find a career that suits 
you, but it'll be worth the wait. 
Life in the real world is strange. Everything 
can change. But it's a challenge, a field of op- 
portunities. We shouldn't take the high-paying 
job that's boring and stifles our intellects over 
the low-paying but more interesting job. 
To the graduating seniors, I wish you the best 
of luck. I hope you will visit and keep in tune 
with JMU, a school that is always growing in 
many ways. 
I would like to say good-bye in my last column 
with a paradox I learned from an optimistic, go- 
getting friend who attends Harvard. 
"If you can't get up, get down." 
This is the final Cope-ing. Next year, a review 
column will take its place. 
"tea 
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Nsimbi 
»• (Continued from page 10) 
in its racial measures." The difference bet- 
ween the two is that in South Africa it's in- 
stitutionalized while in the United States, 
it's more subtle. 
"In America, you have condition where 
people can do so much. It never ceases to 
amaze me how many people don't see that 
. . . Just the fact that you have the vote and 
can exercise it . . . Some people say, 'I 
don't like him. We'll get stuck with him 
whether I vote or not.' If you don't vote, 
then what excuse do you have?" 
Adjusting to the freedoms here in the 
United States was "weird," Nsimbi said. 
"It helped me get away from racial 
generalizations and to interact with people 
just as people." 
He said he has run into many kinds of 
reactions from people since arriving. 
"Some people still see me as a museum 
piece. 'Wow. He can talk.' " 
He said the most difficult thing to adjust 
to while here was how Americans think and 
look at things. Most Americans seem to 
have an "all-America" outlook, he said. 
"I think the most frustration, apart from 
not being able to relate at the cultural level, 
is sometimes the misunderstanding or lack 
of understanding about the relations back 
Staff photo by Steve Eaton  home m terms 0f what js happening there. I 
South African Naimbi Buthelezl la a junior        think the protests in D.C. brought that 
majoring in communication arts. matter into focus because we have gripes 
about what the (U.S.) administration is do- 
ing in South Africa. 
"The problem, then, is of perception. 
The United States is still seen by many as 
passively supporting South Africa with its 
quiet diplomacy." 
U.S. State Department documents 
describe the United States' policy toward 
South Africa as one of "constructive 
engagement." This policy seeks to promote 
peaceful change in South Africa through 
dialogue and encouragement of measures 
to alleviate discrimination. 
Nsimbi said that what he has learned 
most outside of class is "how much I'm at- 
tached to my country, and how I feel for it 
strongly and how much I want to con- 
tribute to the betterment of that society.  - 
"I hope to have a humbler perspective in 
life, but also a bolder perspective. I've 
come a long way from the period where I 
believed I could change the world single- 
handedly. Part of that arrogance has left 
me. But I still have enough of the arrogance 
or enough of the spirit to uphold the good 
in me and the good in all. 
"And I know that's a heavy dose of 
idealism, but the world needs that." 
Reprinted with permission of The Richmond 
News Leader. 
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This i9 a referral program for student housing at 
Madison Manor. No selling required. 
Call 434-6166 
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File photo by John Kessler 
JMU point guard Flo Jackson (above) has been named to the East team for the 1985 National Sports 
Festival. Jackson is tha first JMU basketball player to be selected for such an honor. 
Guard 'experiences' success 
By Mark Charnock 
8ports editor 
Flo Jackson went to the National Sports Festival 
tryouts for one reason — experience. 
By the time she left, however, she had impressed the 
selection committee so much she was named to the East 
squad for the event. 
Jackson and JMU forward Julie Franken are the first 
Dukes' basketball player to be selected for the squad. 
Franken was selected as an alternate. 
"I went in with the attitude that I'm just here for the 
experience," said the 5-foot-8 Wyandanch, N.Y. native. 
Not that Jackson wasn't confident, but she figured 
that the tryouts would be a good place to test her skills 
against some of the nation's top players from programs 
like UVa., Maryland, North Carolina, Louisiana State 
and various high schools. 
Also among the people Jackson competed against was 
Penn State point guard Susie McConnell. According to 
Jackson, the Nittany Lion player is "one of the best 
point guards in the country." 
What was it that Jackson had that put her on the 
team? 
"I thought Flo was the best defensive guard there," 
said JMU head coach Shelia Moorman. "1 thought she 
did things as a point guard that they were looking for. 
Jackson felt the same way. 
"I think I was one of the best defensive players 
there," she said. "The offense will come, because 
everyone can shoot and put it in the bucket." 
Before the trials, Moorman told Jackson just to do 
what you know how to do best." 
Apparently she did. Although she went into the 
tryouts with an "experience" attitude, that quickly 
changed when the sophomore kept surviving cuts. 
"We knew there were great players there," Moorman 
said. "They kept making cuts and we got very op- 
timistic." 
Also in Jackson's favor was her experience at the col- 
legiate level. The National Sports Festival team is a 
junior competition for women 20-years-old and 
younger. Jackson was right at the age limit, already hav- 
ing two years of college experience. 
"I think college basketball helped very much," she 
said. "You learn so much from college ball. In high 
school it's not as structured." 
Jackon also picked up a few valuable lessons at the 
tryouts and realized what she could do when she really 
pushed herself. 
"Oh, I definitely learned a lot," she said. "I see now 
how I can benefit by giving it my all." 
As for Franken, Moorman said that she played well, 
but lacked the size of others at the forward spot. 
"I thought Julie played some of her best basketball at 
the trials," she said. "I thought the difference with her 
was her size. If Julie was a little taller she would have 
made the team. The inside players they selected were 
6'2"to6'5"." 
Franken would move up to the team in case of illness, 
injury, or if members of the East squad are named to 
the U.S. team. 




By Rob Washburn 
staff writer  
Three JMU home runs keyed 
a 13-hit attack as the Dukes 
defeated Howard University 
10-4 in the second game of Sun- 
day's doubleheader at Long 
Field. 
The victory snapped a four- 
game losing streak for JMU. 
The Dukes surrendered late- 
inning leads in Thursday's 9-6 
loss to the University of 
Virginia, Saturday's 8-7 defeat 
to William and Mary and in the 
opener against Howard. 
In the first game of the 
doubleheader, JMU jumped out 
to an early lead. Freshman Scott 
Mackie led off the Dukes' se- 
cond with his 10th home run of 
the season. Catcher Rich 
Bralley followed with a single, 
and later scored on a Jeff 
Garber base hit to give JMU a 
2-0 advantage. 
After Carey Nemeth hit his 
17th home run in the bottom of 
the third to give the Dukes a 
three-run advantage, JMU ran 
into pitching problems. 
The Bison tied the game with 
a three-run fourth inning off 
JMU starter Bob Lam on, and 
took the lead on a Mitchell 
Smith solo home run in the 
sixth. 
However, the Dukes offense 
exploded for five runs in the 
bottom half of the sixth. Bralley 
led off with a walk and scored 
on a one out double by Garber. 
With two outs, Jeff Urban beat 
out an infield single and 
Nemeth walked to load the 
bases. Glen Deren then follow- 
ed with a grand slam over the 
340-foot sign in right-center to 
give JMU a 8-4 lead. 
"Glen's hit should have won 
the ball game for us," said Bab- 
cock. "But right now we don't 
have a pitcher with the con- 
fidence to go out and hold a 
lead." 
In the seventh, Lamon began 
by issuing walks to the first 
three Howard batters, and Bab- 
cock turned to freshman Mike 
Parameter. After allowing a 
run-scoring single to cut the 
lead to 8-5, Parameter gave up a 
one out grand slam to Smith to 
give Howard a 9-8 win. 
See DUKES page 15 ► 
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Gold team takes 
spring scrimmage 
The Gold squad defeated the Purple squad 24-7 
Saturday in JMU's spring football game. 
Gold quarterbacks Eric Green and Bill Snoddy 
each threw touchdown passes and wide receiver 
Rick Rice caught four passes for % yards and one 
touchdown. Fullback Warren Marshall also caught 
four passes for 43 yards and ran for a TD. 
The Dukes' Denise Klugh broke the school 
record in the javelin by more than eight feet Thurs- 
day to finish third in the javelin throw at the Penn 
Relays. 
Hugh's throw of 153*8*' broke the JMU record 
of 145' t" set by Beth Lippard in 1983 and surpass- 
ed her previous personal best by 23 feet. 
The Women's Softball Club participated in the 
D.C. Metro Tournament this past weekend. 
The club lost to Frostburg State 5-0 and Radford 
University 1-0, but defeated Averett College 15-0. 
The Madison Rugby Club lost to the Virginia 
Tech Rugby Club 16-3 Saturday at home. 
The club's record stands at 4-1. 
•71 y n omen's Lacrosse 
Archery 
The Dukes captured first place in all three divi- 
sions of the Atlantic Classic over the weekend in 
Atlantic City, N.J. 
JMU's Suzi Miller, Libby McConnell and Cindy 
Little took the top three places in the women's 
competition while Randy Edmondson placed third 
for the men. 
The two squads combined in the mixed competi- 
tion to take first with a score of 4195. 
Men's Track 
JMU lost two matches by a total of two points 
over the weekend and dropped to 8-8. 
The Dukes lost to Lafayette 11-10 Friday and 
then lost to seventh-ranked Lehigh 10-9 Saturday. 
JMU's Robyn Dunn now has 42 goals, tying the 
school single-season record. 
The Dukes' next match will be 3 p.m. Tuesday at 
home against fourth-ranked Virginia. 
The Dukes finished third out of 13 in their final 
event of the year at the University of Maryland 
Tournament. 
Maryland won the event with an 889 while JMU, 
led by junior Tracy Newman, finished with a 903. 
JMU set two school records at the Penn Relays 
this past weekend. 
In the 4x200m relay, the team of Frank Mooney, 
Darryl Harris, Earl Walker and Mike Rose won 
the IC4A Division and set a record with a time of 
1:24.71. 
In the 4x400m relay, the team of Rose, Harris, 
Mooney and Chris Miller set another record with a 
time of 3:11.8 
Men's Tennis 
JMU lost to Navy 6-3 Saturday at home, dropp- 
ing its record to 7-13. 
The Dukes' Keith Ciocco and Mark Trinka 
recorded the only two singles victories in the 
match. 
JMU's final home match will be at 3 p.m. Tues- 
day against George Mason. —   i 
Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe 
JMU's Keith Ciocco (above) returns a shot in 
the Dukes' 6-3 loss to Navy Saturday. 
STUDENTS 
DON'T FORGET TO CANCEL YOUR CABLE TV 
SERVICES BEFORE YOU LEAVE FOR SUM- 
MER BREAK! THIS WILL PREVENT FUTURE 
BILLING PROBLEMS. CONVERTERS MUST 
BE RETURNED TO CABLE OFFICE TO STOP 
BILLING. PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE TO AR- 
RANGE YOUR DISCONNECT OR FOR INFOR- 
MATION: 4349979. 
^^_ Have a nice vacation! 
fTTl   Warner Amex 
UtfU    Cable Communications Inc. 
Reward 
$250 for information leading to the arrest and convic- 
tion of the individuals involved in the assault of a male 
JMU student. Assault occured during the evening of 
Maich 22 near Spots wood Hall. Information related to 
this incident should be reported to Campus Police, 
x-6911. 
COMMUTERS 
Utility Deposit Assistance Program 
Join or Renew Before You Leave! 
1985-1986 U.D.A.P. contract now available at 
Cashier's, Wilson Hall. $10 cash membership 
fee. 
For more information contact the Commuter Student 
Office, Campus Center or Dean of Students Office 
Alumnae Hall, Room 106. 
at 
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A&P Brand Charcoal    99<p 
Breyers Ice Cream     $1.99 
"Bo i I ed H am (1 halt it>.) 99<p 
A&P 2 Liter Soft Drinks 69<p 












Red Ripe Strawberries 79<p 
csa» 
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Staff photo by Tim Hills 
JMU's Scott Mackie slides in under the throw of Howard shortstop 
James Baynes. The Dukes split a doubleheader with the Bison 
Dukes- 
*■ (Continued from page 13) 
In the second game, the Dukes 
took a 2-1 lead in the bottom of the 
first when Mark Brockell followed 
walks by Urban, Nemeth and Deren 
with a two-run single. 
In the second, the Dukes' took a 
4-1 lead. Rod Boddie led off with a 
home run and was followed by 
freshman Scott Engle's ground-rule 
double. Engle later scored on a Mike 
Mathews sacrifice fly to give JMU a 
three-run advantage. 
In the third, Nemeth led off with a 
single. The hit marked the 26th game 
in a row that Nemeth has hit safely, 
breaking the JMU record set by New 
York Yankee Billy Sample. 
"Carey's a great hitter," said 
Babcock. "It takes a lot of discipline 
to be able to wait for a good pitch to 
hit game after game." 
Nemeth was followed by a one out 
home run by Brockell and the Dukes 
led 6-2. 
JMU picked up another run in the 
fourth when Garber doubled and 
scored on a Mathews single. The run 
gave the Dukes a 7-2 lead, but the 
Bison threatened in the fifth. 
With two outs and one man on, 
JMU starter Kevin White issued a 
pair of walks to load the bases. 
Howard's Paul Pin tell a followed 
with a two-run single, and the Bison 
closed the margain to 7-4. Senior 
Andy Heintzleman relieved White, 
and no-hit the Bison for the final 2{A 
innings to secure the victory. 
The Dukes picked up a run in the 
fifth on Deren's third home run, and 
two more in the sixth on a Garber 
double and run scoring singles by 
Nemeth and Deren. 
JMU travels to the University of 
Maryland today, before returning 
home for a doubleheader against 
AmericanUniversity on Tuesday. 
Festival 
*■ (Continued from page 13) 
Nevertheless, Moorman was 
pleased to see members of her team 
do well against stiff competition. "I 
was thrilled to death to sit there and 
see our kids do that well against the 
better junior players on the East 
Coast.' 
JMU  Notes .. ■ Moorman has 
also   announced   the   signing   of 
5-foot-8 inch Diane Budd(anther,, 
... 
twin 5-foot-8 inch Donna Budd of 
Wheaton, Md. to JMU basketball 
1 scholarships. Also signed were 
5-foot-10 inch Missy Dudley of 
Charlottesville, and 5-foot-10 inch 
Jamie Hinton of Liverpool, N.Y. 
They will join the 22-7 squad of a 
year ago that loses starters Sue 
Manelski and Michele James to 
graduation.       \ 
i.;.' 
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Viewpoint 
Vietnam plus 10 years 
No logic in fighting the war 
By Charles Lundy 
staff writer 
The 10th anniversary of the fall of 
Saigon warrants reflection on the 
lessons of the Vietnam War. 
More than two million Americans 
served in Vietnam. Most went not 
because they wanted to kill godless 
communists but because they believ- 
ed it was their duty. 
What a price they paid. The cause 
for which they fought and died was 
based on deception and ignorance. 
The United States' government 
staged the fictional Gulf of Tonkin 
incident to justify the war's escla- 
tion, warned that communism would 
spread from Vietnam to the beaches 
of California and insisted for years 
that America was winning the war. 
But in reality, the Vietnamese, em- 
bittered by years of French colonial 
rule, had had enough of foreigners 
in their country. Most of them just 
wanted to be left alone. 
Loyal Americans incorporated in- 
to a resourceful U.S. Army fought 
courageously and won numerous 
battles against the Vietcong. But the 
South Vietnamese people for whose 
independence they were giving their 
lives were not willing to fight with 
them. There is no logic in fighting a 
war under those conditions. 
Nevertheless, congressional in- 
decision, presidential ignorance and 
the misrepresentation of enemy 
troop strength by the Pentagon pro- 
longed the Vietnam "conflict" for 
eight years. In all that time, no one 
bothered to come up with a plan for 
winning it. 
Communist Vietnam today is a 
nation of social poverty and 
economic decay. But whatever the 
source of these problems, the Viet- 
namese would rather be left to 
themselves to make their own 
mistakes. The starvation of millions 
of Cambodians and the flight of 
thousands of boat people has not 
changed their attitude. 
Sacrifices made by those who 
fought in Vietnam merely delayed 
the eventual fall of Saigon. Fifty- 
seven thousand Americans gave their 
lives for a cause that, in the end, did 
not justify such a loss. 
But they went anyway. They 
believed in their country and had 
faith that their government knew 
what it was doing. 
Many Americans retain this faith 
today; they will go again with loyalty 
to fight a war if called upon to doso. 
That  being  the case, 
hopefully have learned from the 
lessons of Vietnam before they will 
again sacrifice American lives. This 
country doesn't need to see itself in- 
volved in another useless war. 
JMU students represent the future 
of this country. We must do all we 
can to understand what went wrong 
in Vietnam. Someday, a few of us 
may have the responsibility for 
preventing the same mistakes from 
being made again. 
Debating whether or not Vietnam 
was winable is pointless. Instead it is 
our duty to learn all we can from the 
mistakes our country made, by 
reading all we can about the history 
of the period and listening to the ex- 
periences of the surviving veterans. 
If this is too much trouble for 
some people, a short visit to the Viet- 
nam Veterans Memorial in 
Washington, D.C. is highly advisi- 
ble. There they can see for 
themselves the high price of ig- 
norance. 
Charles Lundy is a sophomore ma- 
joring in communication arts. 
Threat justified action 
By Ed Maass 
staff writer 
Firefight. Domino Theory. POW. 
Napalm. These words and many 
others became popular in the 
American vocabulary as a result of 
the Vietnam War. A resurgence of 
their use can be seen in the media 
this month as the 10-year anniver- 
sary of the American withdrawal 
from Vietnam is being acknowledg- 
ed. 
But words are only a small part of 
the war's legacy. More significantly, 
the war has left America with a 
debate over its presence in Vietnam 
that still arouses discussion a decade 
after Saigon fell. 
As the Vietnam War dragged on, 
it brought increased numbers of 
American troops to Southeast Asia. 
In time, public support for the war, 
crucial for effective operation of 
forces, eroded from under the 
troops. Even today a Newsweek poll 
in March shows that 63 percent of 
Americans believe the Vietnam War 
was a mistake. 
our leaders 
It's easy for critics of the United 
States' presence in Vietnam to 
restrict their hindsight to the 
American casualty reports, financial 
drain and horror stories generated 
by the war and then render their ver- 
dicts accordingly. But they are miss- 
ing the essential point of America's 
involvement: the containment of 
communism. 
As the world's largest and most 
powerful democracy, the United 
States had the obligation of preven- 
ting a communist takeover of South 
Vietnam. The goal was not to force 
democracy upon the South Viet- 
namese. Rather the door of popular 
sovereignty had to be kept open in 
the face of communist forces that 
were not required to justify their ac- 
tions to their public or press. 
In the words of Ronald Reagan, 
"Ours was in truth a noble cause." 
For those who demanded the 
withdrawal of American troops, 
they now must face contemporary 
Vietnam. Unproductive farming, $2 
billion of annual aid from the Soviet 
Union, inflation, rationed meals, 
cramped living conditions and a 
thriving black market characterize 
the Vietnam of 1985. 
Of those who believed in the 
domino theory, a popular, liberal- 
leaning weekly magazine said, 
"Quite obviously, they were 
mistaken." The theory postulated 
that once all of Vietnam fell to the 
communists, the rest of Southeast 
Asia would fall as well. 
Ask a refugee from South Viet- 
nam, a guerrilla from Laos or Cam- 
bodia or a citizen of Thailand if the 
theoriests were mistaken. The scien- 
tific application of a socio-political 
theory by the magazine is absurd. 
The U.S. presence in Vietnam was 
just. This shouldn't be clouded by 
the results of our forces' operations, 
and whether those results were af- 
fected internally or publicly. 
Should the future bring a call for 
containment and action against a 
communist threat (say, in Central 
America), the United States must 
put the weight of its resources 
behind the forces opposing it. This 
position must transcend political 
party lines in the name of freedom. 
President Lyndon B. Johnson was 
correct when he said, "You let a bul- 
ly come in your front yard, the next 
day he'll be on your porch." 
Ed Maass is a sophomore majoring 
in history. 
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Budget battle 
Students   should   'look 
beyond surface impressions' 
To the editor 
Upon reading Michael Sullivan's 
letter on April 22, it became im- 
mediately apparent to me that there 
exists an underlying problem in the 
SGA budget discussion. This pro- 
blem is not new to this campus, or to 
any single collection of persons. It 
stems from lack of initiative and 
feeds on ignorance. The problem — 
poor awareness. 
Mr. Sullivan, you in particular are 
guilty of this. Your letter shows by 
its inaccurate suggestions and im- 
plications, that you did not make a 
serious effort to look into the pro- 
posed budgets. As for the Black Stu- 
dent Alliance, maybe you should 
have asked an executive council 
member (BSA) to explain the budget 
request to you; or do you wish to re- 
main ignorant and use the BSA as 
The Breeze's scapegoat? 
I know you're "not a fan of The 
Breeze" — so tell me how you know 
their "budget was in line with the 
budgets of past years," as well as the 
equipment they are in need of. That 
is what the Finance Committee is 
for. You see, the SGA was smart 
enough to know that not everybody 
has time or will take the time to 
review each student organization's 
budget responsibly. Hence, the 
Finance Committee was created and 
given this task. Those "dim-witted" 
people have dealt with students' 
budgets for a year now; the last three 
weeks being spent on front-end 
budgeting. This experience com- 
pared to your ten-minute evalua- 
tion? Poor awareness. 
I am not going to talk about the 
rest of your letter, since it cannot 
redeem your initial errors; but there 
is one more fact everyone should 
know. 
If The Breeze is concerned with 
the budget cut, it can use its capital 
outlay reserve, which should more 
than fulfill its needs. If anyone 
wants to find out how much is in the 
account, I challenge you to find out 
and be aware. It was said that the 
BSA should not be budgeted at the 
expense of The Breeze, but neither 
should The Breeze be budgeted at 
the expense of the BSA or any other 
groups in the SGA's proposed 
budget. 
As JMU students, as people in this 
world, we need to understand the 
issue instead of only making the 
statement. Look beyond the surface 
impressions — listen, don't just 
hear. Become informed, and not just 
educated. Be AWARE! 
Kevin Salley 
junior 
management information systems 
60 other signatures 
Letters 
policy 
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor. All letters should 
be typed and include the writer's name, phone number, 
academic year and major. 
Letters without this information cannot be published. 
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor. The Breeze, 
Communication Arts Department, JMU, Harrisonburg VA 
22807. Letters may also be dropped in fhe The Breeze office in 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
All letters are subject to editing to meet space limitations. 
Opinions expressed on the Reader's Fourm page are not 
necessarily those of The Breeze staff. 
TTLftTBAMK f0R?CAr>JT 
Scripture misused in 
gay support letter 
To the editor: 
As I read through Luke Adams' 
letter in the April 25 issue, I was in- 
trigued by his attempt to back up his 
views on homosexuality with 
references to the Bible. While 
reading I came to the sentence where 
he stated, "No longer may we re- 
main idle while political power is be- 
ing abused by those who use scrip- 
ture to justify their own bigotry." It 
is easy to see that Adams is guilty of 
his own gripe. 
Twice in his letter he has blatantly 
misinterpreted scripture to back his 
own bias toward homosexuality. 
Adams' reference to the biblical 
figures Jonathan and David, as part 
of the "gay heritage," was alarming. 
The correct reading of I Samuel 18 
clearly shows that these two men had 
a brotherly love between them and 
Jonathan had a loyal devotion to his 
future king, David. 
Secondly, his reference to "one 
equality" is Colossians 3:28 can be 
correctly understood by reading the. 
whole passage in context. This verse 
refers to those who have chosen to 
follow Jesus as their lord and 
thereby are equal in God's sight. 
Unfortunately Adams has not 
taken a look at what the Bible states 
about this subject. According to 
God's word (Romans 1:18-32, 1 
Corinthians 6:8-11) homosexuality is 
wrong. I point this out not to con- 
demn but to help show that we all 
need God's forgiveness. Homosex- 
uality is no greater sin than those ap- 
parent in my life. 
The main question here is not one 
of homosexuality, but rather it is one 
of who is Jesus Christ and what does 
he say. If Jesus is who he said he was 
(God) then we must resolve this in 
our own life and follow him. When 
taken in perspective, homosexuality 
is not the main issue. God is more 
concerned about our salvation thar 
our sexual activity. 
Mark Liederbacr 
Junloi 
energy resource developmen 
c»w 
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Announcements 
Announcement* In The Breeze are provided free as a 
service lo readers. Events requiring an exhange ol 
money will not be published In the announcements 
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the 
features editor lor the Arts and People section Per- 
sonal announcements may be sent to The Breeze 
business office for the Personals section. 
Deadlines for announcements are noon Friday for 
Monday's issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's 
issue Mailing address is The Breeze, Communication 
Arts Department. James Madison University. Harrison- 
burg, VA 22807. The Breeze office is located in the 
basement of Anthony Seeger Hall at Grace and South 
Main streets 
Form for announcements is WHO is doing WHAT. 
WHEN. WHERE Items will be edited for brevity Name 
and telephone number should be included 
JMU Ultimata FrlSba* Club —meets Monday. 
Wednesday, and Friday, 3 p.m., on the Quad. New 
players needed, male of female, experienced or 
clueless. 
Intar-Varslty Christian Fellowship —meets 
every Sunday night at 7 p.m.. South Ballroom, WCC 
Prayer meeting every Tuesday through Friday, 4:30-5 
p.m., Jackson 106 Special prayer meeting for missions 
every Monday, 4:30-5:30 p.m.. Jackson 106. 
Ski Cllib —will have a reorganizing meeting April 
29,6 p.m., Purple and Gold Room, Godwin. 
Cava ClUb —meets every Thursday, 7:30 p.m.. 
Room 2, Jackson 2. 
Commuter Student Committee —win meet 




JMU Canterbury —meets every Thursday at Em 
manuel Episcopal Church after the 7 p.m. Communion 
service. 
Lutheran Student  Movement —meets 
Tuesdays, 7:30 p.m.. Room B, WCC. 
Preabyterian FellOWahlp —meets every Mon- 
day at 6:30 p.m., Mezzanine, WCC. Presbyterian 
Fellowship's Bible Study is every Tuesday at 6 p.m.. in 
the basement lounge of Hortman Hall. 
Baptist Student Union —meets every Thurs- 
day, 5:30 p.m.. Emmanuel Episcopal Church New 
Psalm Singers meets every Wednesday. 6:30 p.m., 
Wesley Foundation. Sunrise Semester, 7 am , every 
Wednesday. Room 2, Jackson 2. 
Music Industry Association —meets every 
Tuesday, 5 p.m., Duke M103. All are welcome to attend. 
MadlSOn Outing Club —meets every Wednes 
day. 6 p.m., Room C, WCC. 
Commuter Student Committee —is current- 
ly seeking former transfer students to volunteer to 
serve as guides for incoming transfers in our Transfer- 
to-Transfer program II interested, drop by the CSC Of- 
fice. Room 106, WCC. or call JMU 6259. 
Escort Service — Alpha Chi Rho fraternity offers 
an escort service Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to 
12 midnight. Call x510B for service. 
Tutors Needed — Tutors are needed In nearly all 
JMU subiect areas. If you are interested in tutoring 
other students, applications are available at the 
Counseling and Student Development Center, second 
floor, Alumnae Hall. 
C.A.R.S. — A free ride home for faculty and 
students who have had too much to drink. Friday and 
Saturday nights from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m., call 433-CARS. 
Writing Lab —The University Writing Lab offers 
individualized help to students working on papers or 
reports, studying for essay exams, writing letters or ap- 
plications, reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the 
GRE. LSAT, NTE, or GMAT. For further Information, 
call Mrs. Hosklns at 6401 or stop by Keezle 106. Mon- 
day through Friday, 9-3 p.m. 
CP&P —1985 Summer Intern Program with the City 
of Alexandria. See CP&P Office lor further information 
and City Applications. DEADLINE IS MAY 3 Also, see 
the CP4P Office for other Summer Intern Program in- 
formation. 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION will be accep- 
ting applications for air traffic conlrol specialists from 
April 1 through April 30, 1985 For additional informa- 
tion come to the CP&P Office 
For more Information concerning JOB CON- 
NECTIONS and SUMMER EMPLOYMENT see the 
CP&P Office. 
RESUMES will be reviewed on a walk In basis on 
Thursday mornings from 9-11:30 a.m. Resumes should 
be typed. 
CP&P couselors are available by appointment to 
discuss career decisions. 
Summer School Courses for Transfer to 
JMU —Please lollow the following guidelines if you 
wish to transfer credits from summer school: 1 Secure 
a "Permission to Take Courses for Transfer Credit," 
form from Records Office, Wilson 104. 2. Receive ap- 
proval from Records Oflice on General Studies and 
Elective courses. 3. Have Department Ghalr silly the 
form if you are taking a course in your ma|or or minor 
and return to Records. 4. When you complete summer 
course, leave a request with the Registrar of the 
visiting college to send an olflclal transcript to the 
JMU Records Office. 5. An updated JMU transcript will 
be sent lo you. If you have any questions please call 
Records Office, X6281. 
Crisis Pregnancy Center, Inc.ottice hours 
are: Tuesdays and Thursdays, noon to 8 p.m., Fridays 9 
a.m^to 5 p.m., Saturdays 9 a.m. lo noon. Further infor- 
mation may be obtained by calling 434-7528. 
Wesley Foundation —April 29: 7 p.m., Bible 
Study. April 30: 5:30 p.m., Picnic Party. May 1: 9 p.m., 
Worship Service. Room A, WCC. May 2: 6 p.m., New 
Life Singers, Duke M209. May 8: 7 p.m., Bible Study. 
Folk Ensemble Auditlona —will be held 
April 29, 3:30 p.m., Godwin 356. No dance 
experience necessary. If interested but 
cannot attend, call 568-6256. 
SQA Fall Booksale —Students in- 
terested in helping with the SGA Fall 
Booksale should sign-up April 30 and 
May 1 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Events 
Department of History —proudly presents or 
Herwig Wolfram, Professor of History, University of 
Vienna. Austria whose topic is "TREASURES OF THE 
DANUBE: THE BARBARIAN INVADERS AND THEIR 
ROMAN INHERITANCE," May 1, 7:20 p.m , Blackwell 
Auditorium. 
SPEAK OUT —wll be held May 1, 10 a.m. until 3 
p.m., outside of Warren Campus Center. Everyone is in- 
vited to spsak out on ths pick of your choice. 
yUTNOR 
EARN $50 TO $100 
PER NAME! 
SlUUt«> ^u.afc.su&ms"** 
SPECIAL BONUS PROGRAM 
^ Alter 5 referral*, win 
\A]9" color television set! 
'    " 'cAlXNOWPORDEWLSl 
434^166 
The University Sunsation 
WE PROUDLY PRESENT 
THE ULTIMATE IN FASTER, 
SAFER SUN-TANNING EQUIPMENT! 
Kunnuuuw 
"YOU'VE GOT TO TRY IT". . 
It's U.V.A. Non-Burning, Sale, Cool 
and Comfortable I 
Now You Can Capture For Youraell 
the beep, Dark, SAVAGE LOOKING 
TAN Everyone's Raving About! 
See The Difference For Yourself. . . 
Where? 





Buy a large regular 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
778 E. Market St 
434-5376 
(With this coupon only) 
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Time change disrupts body 
CHARLOTTESVILLE (AP) — Pushing the 
clocks an hour ahead for daylight savings time 
changes not only the time, but also the way you 
think, feel and react, says a University of 
Virginia psychologist. 
Dr. Frank Finger said Sunday's time change 
disrupts the body's circadian rhythms — the 
4-hour cycle on which most body functions 
operate. A 
"Some people think they feel lousy because 
"Black Ninja" rape 
suspect found innocent 
RICHMOND (AP) — A man accused of be- 
ing the "Black Ninja" rapist in a series of at- 
tacks on Richmond and Henrico County women 
over several months has been found innocent in 
the case of a woman who was assualted while 
jogging near her home Dec. 12. 
A circuit court jury on Friday cleared Leon 
W. Davis of five felony charges at the end of a 
two-day trial. Davis had been accused of abduc- 
tion, rape and three counts of sodomy. 
Davis still faces trial on charges stemming 
from assaults on 13 other women. 
The knife-wielding rapist told some of his vic- 
tims he was the "Black Ninja." Ninja is a term 
popularized in recent books and movies that 
describes someone specially trained in the mar- 
tial arts. 
Virginia Tech to adopt 
semester system 
BLACKSBURG (AP) — The quarter system 
will be replaced by a semester system for classes 
at Virginia Tech by the end of the decade, the 
school's Board of Visitors has decided. 
Tech President William Lavery said Friday it 
will take about three years to make the change, 
but officials did not pin themselves to the year 
the change will take effect. 
The board also approved tuition increases for 
1985-86. 
Tuition for undergraduate Virginia residents 
will be $1,875, an increase of $195 a year, or 
11.6 percent. Tuition for out-of-state students 
will be $3,885, an increase of $375, or 9.6 per- 
cent. 
they have lost an hour's sleep," Finger said. 
"But that's not really the reason." 
When the circadian rhythms are thrown even 
slightly out of whack, they lose synchroniza- 
tion, thus causing depression, an inability to 
perform at one's best and susceptibility to infec- 
tion, Finger said. 
The effect of daylight savings time is similar 
to jet lag, he added. 
Death row inmate receives 
U.S. Patent for invention 
NORFOLK (AP) — Willie Lloyd Turner, 
slated to die in the electric chair Thursday for 
the murder of a Franklin jewelry store owner, 
says he has fulfilled his life's ambition — to be a 
patented inventor. 
The 40-year-old Turner, a former hair stylist, 
'Is the recipient of U.S. Patent No. 4,428,119 for 
a barbering gadget he calls "de-ending shears." 
In a recent interview, the condemned killer 
said he would like to share profits from the 
shears with the survivors of W. Jack Smith Jr., 
the 54-year-old store owner he killed with a 
shotgun during a robbery seven years ago. 
"I know they might hate me," Turner said. 
"I don't want to buy their friendship or respect. 
This is from the heart." 
Smith's family, however, has bitterly rejected 
the offer. 
"I don't want anything from him but his ex- 
ecution," said Smith's son, William J. Smith 
III, who works in the store where his father was 
gunned down. 
Turner has gotten most of the money re- 
quired to process the claim — about $800 — 
from Daisy Booker, a Philadelphia factory 
worker and cousin of Morris Odell Mason, a 
death row colleague of Turner's. 
Turner, who has never met Booker, plans to 
will her the rights to his patent. 
Marie Deans, director of the Virgnia Coali- 
tion on Jails and Prisons, called Turner's inven- 
tion an "incredible achievement." 
"Death row is designed to get people ready to 
accept their own execution," she said. "Turner 
is not abiding to the rules. He is living on death 
row instead of slowly dying." 
by the way 
Indian officials won't 
sell Moonies property 
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — Indian 
authorities are trying to keep the Unification 
Church of America out of India and have 
alerted intelligence officials against allowing 
supporters of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon to buy 
land, The Hindustan Times newspaper 
reported. 
It said that members of the church held a 
seminar in February in Goa, a beach resort in 
southwestern   India,   and  offered   "fabulous 
prices" for land there. 
The paper said officials in Goa have told the 
intelligence and district administrators to 
monitor the movement's growth. The govern- 
ment's purported objection to the Unification 
Church was not explained. 
Moon, 65, who founded the church in South 
Korea in 1954, now is serving an 18-month term 
in the Connecticut federal prison for income tax 
invasion. 
Japanese divorce rates 
show decrease last year 
TOKYO (AP) — Japan's divorce rate fell last 
year for the first time in 20 years, Kydod News 
Services reported Sunday, quoting a 
preliminary report of the Ministry of Health 
and Welfare. 
Kyodo said 1.51 couples per 1,000 population 
were divorced in 1984, compared with 1.52 
couples per 1,000 in 1983. 
Frozen cow embryos 
might make new industry 
LITTLE FALLS, Minn. (AP) — Embryos 
from a Minnesota dairy herd will be frozen, 
then exported to Taiwan and transplanted into 
cows there, in what a veterinarian calls the 
beginning of an industry. 
The deal was made by Conrad Kvamme, 
owner of Orbit Farms mear Little Falls, on a 
trip to the Far East in February. 
Dr. John Allen, who extracted the embryos 
from Kvamme's cows, said, "We're really 
breaking new ground." Although embyo 
transplants are not unique, this is the first time 
Taiwan  has  bought them   from  the United 
States, he said. 
The average embryo is worth about $2,000 if 
it is carried to term by the recipient cow, Allen 
said. 
"The Bus Stops 
At Our Door." 
Valley Books 
Student Text Exchange 
On Court Square 
JUST OPENED! 
Do You Have 
BURIED TREASURE 
In Your Room? 
••WE PAY MORE For Your Used Textbooks!" 
May 6 - 10   9:00am ■ 5:00pm 
...., .■ 
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Space   shuttle   carries animals into space 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — While 
the seven-man human crew received final brief- 
ing, 24 rats and two squirrel monkeys named 
"3165" and "384-80" were loaded aboard the 
space shuttle Challenger Sunday, ready for a 
seven-day scientific mission to begin today. 
The launch is scheduled for noon EDT. 
The crew is comprised of commander Robert 
Overmyer, pilot Fred Gregory, physicians 
William   Thornton   and   Norman   Thagard, 
physicist Don Lind and Taylor Wang and 
Lodewijk van den Berg, a chemical engineer. 
Van den Berg, born in Sluiskil, the Netherlands, 
and Wang, born in Shanghai, are naturalized 
U.S. citizens. 
In the shuttle's cargo bay is a 12-ton, barrel- 
shaped laboratory, 23 feet long and 13 feet in 
diameter, where five scientists will conduct 
around-the-clock experiments in materials pro- 
cessing,   fluid   mechanics,   life   sciences,   at- 
mospheric physics and astronomy. 
Animal rights groups have said they will 
picket the Kennedy Space Center today. 
"We do not cause the animals any undue 
pain," said Joseph Cremin, the Spacelab 3 mis- 
sion manager. "I don't think from our activities 
there are any reasons to think they aren't being 
treated in the best possible fashion .... They 
are there, basically, for the ride." 
Federal Auditors uncover 
"inexcusable claims 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A team of auditors 
has uncovered $109.7 million in "absolutely in- 
excusable" claims against the Pentagon by 
seven giant defense contractors, the House 
Armed Services Committee said Sunday. 
The questioned bills were found in audits of 
one-year billing periods by General Dynamics 
Corp., St. Louis; the Sperry Corp., New York 
City; the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry 
Dock Company, Newport News, Va.; Bell 
Helicopter, Fort Worth, Texas; McDonnell 
Douglas Corp., St. Louis; Rockwell Interna- 
tional Corp., Pittsburgh; The Boeing Co., Seat- 
tle, Wash. 
The auditors examined a total S3.6 billion in 
claims for overhead expenses by the seven cor 
port at ions and concluded, according to Rep. 
Bill Nichls, D-Ala., "that up to $1 for every $33 
submitted to the government for overhead ex- 
penses is questionable." 
Rep. Charles E. Bennett, D-Fla., who is co- 
chairman with Nichols of the investigation, said 
the audit is expected to be completed by mid- 
May when hearings are to be held. 
UPI eliminates 100 jobs; 
agrees to continue financing 
WASHINGTON (AP) — United Press Inter- 
national, authorized to file for reorganization 
under federal bankruptcy laws, ■ has reached 
agreement in principle with its main lender to 
continue financing, the news agency's chairman 
said Saturdy. 
, Luis C. Nogales said in a message to UPI 
staff members that under the agreement with 
Foothill Capital Corp. of Los Angeles, the 
lender would provide financing "that will put in 
place a financial structure to make funds 
available to cover the pay checks" of UPI 
employees "as well as the company's ongoing 
obligations." 
The news agency told its 2,000 employees Fri- 
day that it did not have suffiecient money to 
cover its current payroll and that paychecks 
"probably would bounce." 
UPI said it was eliminating about 100 posi- 
tions, 20 of which were already vacant as the 
result of normal attrition, to "reduce operating 
costs." 
Police commissioner won't 
tolerate brutality 
NEW YORK (AP) - Police Commissioner 
Benjamin Ward, declaring a "crisis in con- 
fidence" after allegations by four men that of- 
ficers tortured them with electric stun guns, an- 
nounced a reshuffling of his top command 
Saturday. 
"I will not tolerate brutal cops," Ward said 
as he announced the removal of the commander 
of police in Queens, where the torture allegedly 
occurred. 
The announcement came after a fourth man 
said he had been insulted, beaten and tortured 
at the 106th Precinct by two officers already ac- 
cused of using stun guns on three drug suspects. 
Ward said all ^allegations of police brutality 
would be investigated, and those guilty would 
be punished. He said he was letting police of- 
ficers know that "only cowards brutalize peo- 
ple. Real men don't have to prove their 
masculinity" by torturing others. 
world 
Bavarian governor suggests Bitburg alternative 
BONN, West Germany (AP) — Bavarian 
Gov. Franz Josef Strauss proposed Sunday that 
President Reagan lay a wreath at a soldier's 
monument in Munich instead of making his 
controversial visit to a German military 
cemetery at Bitburg. 
And Stuttgart Mayor Manfred Rommel, son 
of World War II Field Marshall Erw Rommell, 
said he would understand if West German 
Chancelor Helmut Kohl and Reagan cancelled 
next week's Bitburg visit. 
"I don't think this would be a loss of face for 
Kohl," Rommell was quoted as saying. 
Roth Strauss and Rommel spoke in separate 
interviews with the Hamburg newspaper Bild. 
Strauss was quoted as saying of Reagan's 
May 1-6 visit to West Germany, "The prepara- 
tion was awkward and the result is embarrass- 
ing. 
He said that Reagan could instead lay a 
wreath at the Monument of the Unknown 
Soldier in Munich's Hofgarten and visit a 
former Nazi concentration camp at Flossen- 
buerg. 
Strauss is chairman of the Christian Social 
Union Party, the Bavarian arm of Kohl's Chris- 
tian Democrats. Although his party is allied 
with Kohl's, he is an old political rival of the 
chancellor and rarely hesitates to criticize him. 
Ortega hoping for $200 
mMon from Soviets 
MOSCOW (AP) — President Daniel Ortega 
of Nicaragua arrived Sunday in the Soviet 
Union, the key stop on a nine-nation tour of 
Communist nations during whicti is he expected 
to seek $200 million to supplement Soviet 
military aid. 
The trip comes at a time of fierce debate in 
the United States about U.S. policy toward 
Nicaragua. 
The Soviet news agency Tass said this 
weekend that the Reagan administration may be 
preparing an economic blackade of Nicaragua 
after Congress rejected its request for $14 
million in aid to the Contras, foes of the let is t 
Sandinista government. 
A government source in Managua, the capital 
of Nicaragua, has said Ortea planned to ask 
Moscow for $200 million in emergency cash to 
buy food and other essentials. 
The Soviets never have said that they provide 
military aid to Nicaragua but periodically have 
announced technical assistance. The Soviets 
granted Managua $50 million in easy-term 
credits in 1981 to buy Soviet agricultural 
machinery and chemicals. 
Fire In Argentine mental 
hospital Mb 79 people 
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) — Federal 
police said Saturday that 79 people died and 247 
were injured when flames swept through a 
private mental hospital, trapping many patients 
in their beds. 
Other victims were killed when they leaped 
from windows in the six-story building to 
escape. 
A report by the state-run news agency Telam 
reported that a kitchen worker told authorities 
the fire was started by a patient with a history of 
pyromania. 
